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Abstract 

Is conscious perception rich or sparse? A key ongoing debate in 
consciousness research concerns the bandwidth of perceptual experience. The 
current study involved a PRISMA literature review of relevant empirical papers. 
Twenty-six studies were included that explicitly addressed the rich vs. sparse 
debate. The methods, interpretations, and underlying assumptions of the 
included studies were critically compared to find opportunities for experimental 
and theoretical progress. Primary themes and topics of these 26 studies included 
change blindness, sensory memory, and ensemble perception. Key micro-debates 
were identified including whether sensory memory is an unconscious process, 
whether attention is necessary for representation in sensory memory, how 
exactly element perception and ensemble perception interact, and the nature of 
representation in instances of change blindness. Possible directions for future 
experiments aimed at answering some of these questions are discussed. The 
overall pattern of results was also considered in the context of popular theories 
of consciousness, including sensorimotor theories of perception, predictive 
processing, and attention schema theory.
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Introduction 

“He [Ludwig Wittgenstein] once greeted me with the question: ‘Why do 
people say that it was natural to think that the sun went round the earth 
rather than that the earth turned on its axis?’ I replied: ‘I suppose, because 
it looked as if the sun went round the earth.’ ‘Well,’ he asked, ‘what would 
it have looked like if it had looked as if the earth turned on its axis?’” 
 – Elizabeth Anscombe (1959, p. 151) 
 

Defining Consciousness 

Consciousness is an ambiguous term with a variety of meanings. It is 
commonly used to mean the opposite of whatever happens during death, 
dreamless sleep, and states of medically determined unconsciousness such as 
general anesthesia or coma--i.e., “she lost consciousness.” What, exactly, did she 
lose? This understanding reflects a colloquial conceptualization of consciousness 
as a state of alertness necessary to process and respond to information from the 
environment (or in the case of dreams, processing internally stored information 
and simulating responses). If this was the only understanding of consciousness, 
the problem would be quite simple. Machines do this, as well as newborn 
infants, all animals, and even simple organisms, yet whether these entities are 
“conscious” is quite controversial. Why is this? And what can this controversy 
tell us about how we understand consciousness?  

 

Consciousness as subjective experience  

Consciousness is currently defined in scientific research as subjective, first-
person experience (Graziano, 2019; Koch, 2019). Terms such as “consciousness,” 
“subjective experience,” and “first-person experience” will be used 
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interchangeably throughout the rest of this thesis. But what is meant by them? A 
calculator can enter a state of “alertness” (turned on) where it can process 
information, but does it have a subjective experience of doing so? This element of 
experience is what makes consciousness more complex than mere alertness. 
Consider the philosopher's zombie (Campbell 1970; Kirk 1974). This thought 
experiment asks us to imagine a being that is indistinguishable from a real 
person, yet has no inner experience. The being may laugh, but have no experience 
of joy. It may cry, but have no experience of sadness. For familiarity’s sake, this 
same reasoning is applied often in animal ethics. Despite showing outward signs 
of distress, many are doubtful as to whether animals experience suffering. 

 

Subjectivity: specificity & privateness  

What does it mean for experience to be subjective? Are all experiences 
subjective? In a famous 1974 paper, philosopher Thomas Nagel asked: “what is it 
like to be a bat?” He argued that for an organism to have conscious experience 
means that “...there is something that it is like to be that organism--something it is 
like for the organism” (p. 436, emphasis in original). It is important to understand 
that what is for the organism cannot be for anything else--it is that highly specific.  

To begin to understand the specificity of subjectivity, it is helpful to first 
understand the privateness of subjectivity. Privateness is readily apparent in the 
history and etymology of the word consciousness, or “...the only space in which 
you could be together with God even before death” (Metzinger, 2009, p. 26). In 
1700, John Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding defined consciousness 
as “the perception of what passes in a man’s own mind” (p. 48), conceptualizing 
consciousness as a form of self-awareness. Etymologically related is the word 
“conscience,” the inner knowing of right and wrong. Consciousness enables 
conscience--prior deliberation on a course of action, a private space to “prepare.” 
Outside of God, if one so believes, the conscious experience is so private that it is 
only able to be known by the experiencer. Does contemporary scientific research 
threaten this privateness?  
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Phenomenal experience   

Hypothetically, if technology were to advance to a point where someone’s 
neural activity could be finely monitored in real time, and scientists understood 
what all of that activity meant, privateness may be threatened in the sense that 
one could no longer lie. One could no longer suppress their darker thoughts, 
only revealing the version of themselves they wish the world to see. But this is 
beside the point. Peering into an individual’s mind, onlookers would be met with 
patterns of neural activity, which they would then interpret. This is different 
from having the experience produced by the mind observed. While the patterns of 
activity can exist for (be observed by) many, the experience can only exist for one.  

Nagel asks us to imagine what it is like to be a bat, but then almost 
immediately admits that it is impossible for us to do so successfully--we can 
never know what it is like to be a bat! This is because, he argues, “our experience 
provides the basic material for our imagination, whose range is therefore limited. 
It will not help to try to imagine that one has webbing on one’s arms…” (p. 439). 
Additionally, this limitation “...exists between one person and another” (p. 440). 
Because we have never had the experience of being another, we cannot 
successfully imagine what it is like to be another. We can try our best to theorize 
the mental states of others, and often do so quite well, but we will never have full 
knowledge, because that knowledge only exists for a single experiencer.  

The word phenomena is derived from the Greek phainomenon, meaning 
“appearance” (Smith & Zalta, 2018). In Western philosophy, phenomenology is the 
study of consciousness, or, the study of appearances. Metzinger aptly and 
poetically defined consciousness as “...the appearance of a world” (2009, p. 15). 
The phenomenal nature of subjectivity can be understood as the limitation Nagel 
describes as existing “...between one person and another” (p. 440). The 
phenomenal appearance is for a specific subject, from a specific point of view, 
occurring at a specific moment.  

Physicalism (discussed in more detail on page 5) asserts that for two 
instances of identical physical facts, the social, psychological, etc. aspects of those 
instances will also be identical. But can there truly be two physically identical 
instances? We have discussed here the importance of specificity to phenomenal 
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experience–specific moment, specific point-of-view. If two instances were to be 
truly physically identical, they would have to overlap in both time and space. 
The curiosity of the possibility of such an occurrence (referred to in philosophy 
as the problem of coinciding objects, or, colocation–can two objects be in the 
same place at the same time?) highlights the importance of these factors–can two 
phenomenal experiences be identical if they occur in a different place, at a 
different time, for a different person?   

 

 

Subjectivity & objectivity: irresolvable tension?  

 
To summarize, Nagel highlights a tension between subjectivity and 

empirical reductionism in the form of an epistemic conflict. Reductionism 
employs objectivity, striving towards a non-specific point of view to generate a 
non-specific set of information. While subjective experience contains evidence 
that is private and can only be known in the same way by one, objective 
knowledge is public and can be known in the same way by many. Because of 
this, systems and theories grounded in objectivity are potentially incapable of 
thoroughly explaining all aspects of subjectivity. The public aspects of 
subjectivity such as neural activity can be explained, and an individual may 
describe to others what something is “like,” however the fleeting, firsthand 
experience associated with any given neural activity and accompanying report can 
only be known by her who has it. Nagel argues: “The reason is that every 
subjective phenomenon is essentially connected with a single point of view, and it 
seems inevitable that an objective, physical theory will abandon that point of 
view” (p. 437, emphasis added). 
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The scientific study of consciousness  

Perspective & theory  

The predictive power enjoyed by the physical sciences has led to an 
increase in the popularity of physicalism. Physicalism, also known as materialism, 
assumes that everything that exists is physical (or, material) in nature. This is 
opposed to dualism, which posits a mind or soul separate from the physical 
world. Leading physicalist attempts at reducing consciousness claim that it is the 
product of brains and neural activity. While a close relationship between brains 
and consciousness is unanimously accepted--we almost all agree that sleep, 
death, brain injury, and psychoactive substances impact states of consciousness--
the idea that the physical properties and processes of the brain are both 
necessary and sufficient for consciousness is what sets physicalist 
understandings apart from those that rely on dualism. Is it possible for this 
objective perspective to describe consciousness without, as Nagel warns, 
abandoning the specificity of subjectivity?  

 
 

Physicalism & satisfaction  

Truthfully, neuroscience is a relatively young and developing field with 
much progress still to be made. With that being said, we are still far off from 
being able to conclude that any failure of the physical sciences to satisfyingly 
explain consciousness is due to an epistemic incompatibility–such “failures” may 
simply reflect the need for a more comprehensive understanding of the brain and 
what it does. In philosophy of consciousness, the explanatory gap refers to the 
intuitive difficulty faced when attempting to conceptualize conscious experience 
as the product of physical activity. However, difficulty does not mean 
impossibility. Associating specific patterns of neural activity with consciousness 
may someday be as accepted as associating H₂O with water--while both terms 
uncontroversially refer to the same thing, they are used in different contexts for 
different purposes (Lewis, 1972). This idea is known in philosophy as identity 
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theory--certain mental states are identical with certain brain states.  One may 
reject identity theory on the grounds that, as discussed earlier, brain activity 
cannot be truly identical with any mental state, as the mental state is experienced as 
something quite different than the firing of neurons that is observed. However, 
just because something (neural activity) appears different from different 
perspectives (first vs. third person) doesn’t mean existing correspondences are 
not worth investigating. As we learn more about the brain, such correspondences 
may become more “intuitive.”  

Another possibility is that dissatisfaction with physical reductions of 
consciousness may boil down to personal predisposition and preference. While 
this thesis so far has paid special attention to points of view that are particularly 
dissatisfied with physicalism, it is important to acknowledge that many 
academics and non-academics alike are especially satisfied by physicalism, so 
much so that the scientific study of consciousness developed as a field in the first 
place! Because there are so many varying perspectives, it would not be fair to 
give up on psychophysical reductionism until the connection between 
consciousness and the brain has been solved or at least exhausted.  

Perhaps satisfaction will ultimately come as the result of compromise—
what would happen if the sciences displayed a greater and more consistent 
understanding of the tensions and difficulties at play? Acknowledging diversity 
of perspective and the epistemic challenges faced by empiricism when dealing 
with this topic is an important part of the approach of this thesis.   

 

Method 

Aspirations & difficulties            

One of the main goals of the scientific study of consciousness is to isolate 
which specific brain regions, mechanisms, and processes are necessary and 
sufficient for consciousness (Crick & Koch, 2003; Koch et al., 2016; Koch, 2019; 
Dehaene, 2014). This is obviously not without its challenges. As discussed, 
conscious experience is private. This makes it a particularly difficult 
phenomenon for outside observers, such as researchers, to assess. How can 
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researchers connect patterns of neural activity with specific mental states if the 
mental state can only be known by one person? The standard attempt to resolve 
this challenge is heavy reliance on participants to report and describe their 
conscious experiences. For example, visibility of a stimulus may be manipulated 
so that brain activity associated with unconscious vs. conscious visual perception 
can be compared. To determine when the stimulus is consciously perceived so 
that corresponding brain activity can be isolated, participants are often instructed 
to make some type of report when they see the stimulus, like a simple keypress 
or verbal description.  
 

Critiques 

Reliance on participant report, however, has not been without critique. In 
a 1995 paper, philosopher Ned Block outlined a need to reassess science’s 
conceptual understanding of consciousness, lest we fail to avoid a potentially 
catastrophic methodological and conceptual error. He proposed a distinction 
between access consciousness and phenomenal consciousness. Access consciousness 
refers specifically to “...availability [of conscious contents] for use in reasoning 
and rationally guiding speech and action,” whereas phenomenal consciousness 
refers to the first-person, subjective, what-it-is-like experience that we have been 
discussing thus far (Block, 1995). Block’s access-phenomenal distinction was a 
response to evidence for a possible discrepancy found between what participants 
were able to report experiencing and what they intuitively felt they had 
experienced. An iconic example of this discrepancy is provided by the classic 
1960 experiment developed by George Sperling. In this experiment, participants 
were briefly shown a 3x4 array of letters and were asked to list as many letters as 
possible from memory. Despite claiming they had seen it all, participants could 
accurately report only 3-4 out of 12 letters. Intriguingly, participants were able to 
report 3-4 letters from any row that they were cued to report (even if the cue 
came after the briefly flashed letters were gone), which may suggest that a 
detailed and accurate representation of the letters had at some point been 
constructed, and participants’ intuition was correct: they may have consciously 
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perceived all of the letters in detail even if only for a fleeting instant (Block, 2011; 
Sperling, 1960). These results led Block to argue that “perceptual consciousness 
overflows access” (Block, 2011). Because participant report is currently the most 
reliable way to confirm states of consciousness, Block argued that much of 
consciousness research only examines conscious access, potentially missing the 
what-it-is-like that consciousness science seeks and claims to address (1995).  
 

The current study  

The current study directly addresses Block’s assertion that phenomenal 
consciousness overflows access through a systematic literature review of 
empirical papers centered around the question: is perception rich or sparse? This 
topic was chosen because perceptual overflow can be seen as a manifestation of 
phenomenal overflow, and research on conscious visual perception is abundant.  

What does it mean for perception to be “rich” or “sparse”? Based on 
introspection, most individuals report perceptually rich visual experiences—
meaning they are full of detail throughout the visual field. However, as shown by 
the Sperling paradigm (1960), this same detail is often un-reportable. In other 
words, we seem to be able to report that our perceptual experiences are rich in 
detail, but we are often unable to report the details themselves. Does this mean 
that the rich detail is not experienced at all, and our impression of richness is 
illusory (perception is sparse), or that the details are experienced but cannot be 
accessed in many cases due to limitations in cognitive processing (perception is 
rich)?  

Perceptual richness has become a key debate in consciousness research, 
with a myriad of complicated data generated by carefully designed laboratory 
experiments. Confusingly, many studies that seek to examine this issue provide 
data that can be interpreted in favor of either side of the debate, constantly 
calling for rigorous refinement of both method and interpretation. Consider two 
competing interpretations of the results from Sperling’s 1960 study: in favor of 
“team-rich,” participants may have had a detailed yet fleeting conscious 
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experience of all of the letters in the array, however their attention was diverted 
by the task of remembering and reporting the letters and thus the post-cue was 
useful for helping them to reorient, access, and report a specific subset of the 
contents of their experience. In favor of “team-sparse,” participants may have 
initially represented 3-4 letters in high detail (wherever they happened to be 
focusing their attention), and the peripheral letters as a low-definition “gist” or 
“average.” While this may have given them the impression of rich detail 
throughout the array, it was only once the post-cue manipulated their attention 
that the full, detailed representation of a specific subset was formed, allowing 
them to accurately report these contents.  

Despite the interesting evidence and interpretations on each side of the 
debate, determining conclusively whether perception is rich or sparse is perhaps 
a simplification of the issue. For example, if laboratory evidence were to one day 
fully conclude that perception is sparse, that does not address the question: why 
does it feel rich? Because no matter what the objective evidence shows, we still 
subjectively experience the appearance of richness—and isn’t that subjective 
appearance what consciousness research claims to be all about?  

This issue can be understood with the following analogy. For much of 
human history, we assumed the sun revolved around the earth, because of how 
it appeared. Copernicus then famously discovered that this assumption based on 
appearance was incorrect, and that the earth in fact revolves around the sun, 
spinning on its axis. Following this discovery, the appearance did not change: to 
this very day, it still looks to all of us as if the sun moves across the sky around 
the earth, despite collectively knowing better. The scientific study of 
consciousness is often approached as if there is only one question: does the sun 
revolve around the earth or not? In other words, are things as they appear to be? 
While this is certainly a necessary question, what do we do if things aren’t as 
they appear to be? Do we throw up our hands and yell “We’ve done it! We’ve 
proved that consciousness is an illusion!”? Seeing as consciousness is the 
appearance, if science wishes to satisfactorily describe consciousness, the least it 
can do is not forsake its accountability to the subjective appearance of things. Of 
course, this analogy is not perfect, and there are key issues related to 
consciousness that it does not address. However, the hope is that conscientious 
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adoption of this approach will result in a discussion of perceptual richness that is 
more thorough and satisfying than typically encountered.  

A convenient outcome of this review would be to find sufficient empirical 
evidence to conclude that perception is rich—things are as they appear to be. 
However, because there is so much conflicting evidence, it is wise to prepare for 
this not to be the case. Keeping this in mind, I prepared to orient this review not 
around just one question (is perception rich?) but two questions, with the second 
question being: why does perception subjectively seem rich? To avoid 
presumption, the precise way in which this question was addressed was not 
finalized until completion of the review corresponding to the first question. 
Results of the initial review informed the direction taken to address the second 
question.  

 
 

Relevance & significance  

Block’s phenomenal/access distinction is still debated, yet it has not failed 
to shape a considerable portion of the theoretical conversation around 
consciousness research. Its influence has resulted in major theories of 
consciousness taking up the task of explicitly explaining phenomenal 
consciousness--lest they lose face by repeating the mistake of failing to consider 
it. Because phenomenal consciousness is considered the more “pure” or 
“authentic” form of consciousness--i.e. what science is really getting at when it 
says “first-person, subjective experience” --there is significant pressure in 
consciousness research to clearly account for it. Thus, a review of empirical 
research on issues specific to the challenges posed by phenomenal consciousness 
as a concept (perceptual overflow, in this case) that considers the relevant 
tensions and challenges is extremely pertinent.  

 

Theories of consciousness  

Additionally, because of the popularity of the access/phenomenal 
distinction, many leading scientific theories of consciousness have at least 
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commented on if not made clear predictions regarding phenomenal overflow 
and perceptual richness. These ideas and predictions are considered throughout 
the review to increase its relevance to contemporary theory and research.  
 

Global Workspace Theory  

Global Workspace Theory (GWT) is a theory of access consciousness 
(Newman & Baars, 1993). Depending on who you ask, this may be a strength or a 
weakness. To those who believe there is a phenomenal consciousness that 
overflows access, GWT is an insufficient model. GWT defines what is 
consciously experienced as that which has been broadcast in the global 
workspace (Dehaene & Naccache, 2001). According to GWT, when information is 
broadcast, it becomes available to local processing by cognitive systems involved 
in memory, language, and decision-making. This definition of consciousness as 
the availability of information is almost identical to Block’s definition of access 
consciousness (Mashour, 2020; Block, 1995). If we only experience what is 
available to cognitive systems such as language, memory, and decision-making, 
then we only experience what is accessed, and phenomenal consciousness is 
illusory. This has resulted in criticism of the theory, claiming that it is insufficient 
for addressing key subjective experiences such as phenomenal overflow and 
perceptual richness. In defense of GWT’s ability to explain such experiences, 
Shanahan & Baars (2007) argue that access is often incorrectly conflated with 
working memory (a system that can preserve information temporarily if it is 
needed for use in an ongoing task). For example, they argue that information in 
the workspace is inherently conscious, whereas information stored in working 
memory can be unconscious. Someone who is told to quickly memorize a string 
of numbers will encode as many numbers as possible into working memory. 
Until asked to recall the numbers, they are not conscious of them (unless they are 
rehearsing the numbers over in their head). While the numbers remain available 
in working memory for the duration of the task, the numbers are not consciously 
perceived (broadcast) for the entire duration. Further, Shanahan & Baars (2007) 
argue that in order to enter working memory, information must first pass 
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through the workspace, and thus consciousness. There is a possibility that richly 
detailed information may be globally broadcast to local processors at some point, 
but by the time this information has been reported, additional details may have 
been lost, never making it from short-term to working-memory (Shanahan, 2005 
in Shahanan & Baars, 2007). Despite this possibility of a fleeting yet detailed 
experience, GWT is clearly on the sparse side of the rich vs. sparse debate. A 
version of the general GWT, the global neuronal workspace (GNWT) hypothesis 
specifically claims that we can only consciously experience one (or at best a few) 
things in any given moment (Dehaene, 2014). Importantly, GNWT proposes 
extensive unconscious processing (including rich and detailed unconscious 
perception), accompanied by much more limited conscious processing. In some 
sense, this access-only theory (Naccache, 2018) rejects Block’s notion of a rich but 
fleeting phenomenal consciousness and replaces it with a rich but fleeting 
unconscious. 
 

Integrated Information Theory  

GWT and Integrated Information Theory (IIT) are perhaps the two most 
well-known and hotly debated theories of consciousness. Notably, IIT is not a 
functional theory of consciousness. Instead of explaining what the brain does, IIT 
places importance on how the brain does things, theorizing that consciousness is 
not a result of any one process, but rather a phenomenon inherently linked to 
how the brain operates. Further, IIT can be seen as an identity theory, as it 
postulates that consciousness is identical to phi–a term referring to maximum 
integrated information. Unlike GWT, IIT is known for being a theory of 
phenomenal consciousness. Proponents of IIT believe perceptual richness is real 
and non-illusory, advocating for paradigms that don’t rely on the use of report 
(access) so that consciousness can be more accurately studied (Tsuchiya et al., 
2015; Haun et al., 2017;). Additionally, introspection is valued in IIT as a valid 
tool for learning truths about consciousness, including that conscious perception 
is rich (Haun et al., 2017; Koch, 2019). While not emphasized by this theory 
explicitly, IIT’s adherence to the rich view of conscious perception necessarily 
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implies that it considers the extent of unconscious processing to be much more 
limited than competing theories on the sparse side of the debate. 

 

Sensorimotor/enactive theory of perception  

Sensorimotor (and enactive) theories of perception offer a novel and 
compelling explanation for why perception seems rich. Such theories propose that 
the conscious perception of physical stimuli involve sensorimotor contingencies—
that is, information regarding how the visual experience of a given percept will 
change as a result of different movements (head, eye, body, etc.) (Noë, 2004). 
Sensorimotor theory also acknowledges the complexities of intuition and 
introspection. They acknowledge that we understand that we don’t experience as 
much detail in our periphery; “We don’t take ourselves to experience all 
environmental detail in consciousness all at once. Rather, we take ourselves to be 
situated in an environment, to have access to environmental detail as needed by 
turns of the eyes and head and by repositioning the body” (Noë, 2004, p. 59). 
Sensorimotor theories argue that this is why it seems as if perception is rich—we 
know we will find richness if we look for it, and this contingency is directly tied 
to what we perceive.   
 

Attention Schema Theory  

To understand Attention Schema Theory (AST), we must first clarify the 
distinction between attention and awareness. Attention is generally considered 
an unconscious process, whereas awareness is conscious. Attention can simply 
be defined as the selection of certain sensory, cognitive, etc. information over 
other information to undergo further processing. However, this processing does 
not necessarily result in consciousness (an example of this would be subliminal 
priming, where participants are presented with stimuli so briefly that it does not 
reach consciousness, yet results show that performance is still affected). 
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Throughout the rest of this paper, this is the distinction between attention and 
awareness that will be used.  

AST claims that consciousness is the result of an attention schema–a loose, 
rough internal model of the attentional system itself. This sort of model can be 
understood as it relates to the body schema. For example, Graziano et al. (2020) ask 
readers to consider the human arm. If the arm is amputated, some patients 
experience what is known as a “phantom limb” where they continue to feel pain 
and sensation as if their arm were still physically there. Such an experience is 
able to occur thanks to the body schema–a model of the body and how it works 
that is represented by the brain in order to more finely control movement and 
positioning. AST claims that attention is modeled in the same way, and that our 
feeling of “consciousness” is a byproduct or artifact of this model. Just like the 
body schema (a rough caricature of the real body) is useful for controlling the 
body, the attention schema (a rough caricature of the real attention mechanisms) 
is useful for controlling attention. What AST contributes to the discussion of 
perceptual richness has less to do with the theory explaining why perception 
subjectively feels rich and more to do with why we believe we have a subjective 
experience that feels like anything at all. The attention schema contains 
information that allows the system to claim that a specific experience has “…a 
subjective, what-it-feels-like component” (Graziano, 2020). AST cuts underneath 
issues of phenomenality and perceptual overflow and asks not what is 
subjectively experienced or why, but rather how can a machine like the brain 
come to know or believe it has such experiences in the first place?  

 
 

 



 

 

Methods  

Protocol  

This review followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA - ScR) 
guidelines (Tricco et al., 2018). 

Eligibility criteria  

Included publications must have been peer-reviewed, available in English, 
and published between 1995 and 2021 to ensure up-to-date work on this topic 
while still allowing room for some foundational research from the mid-late ‘90s 
when the issue of perceptual overflow was first introduced (Block, 1995).  Studies 
on non-human animal models, children (<18) or the elderly, that examine 
psychopathologies, and/or that involve psychoactive substances were excluded 
due to inability to reliably compare results across studies. Because the issue of 
perceptual richness is so heavily informed by information gained via 
introspection, the risk of including studies with participants who may show 
systematic differences in introspection compared to adult human primates was 
sought to be avoided. A full list of inclusion and exclusion criteria can be found 
in Appendix A.  

Information sources  

Searches were conducted on the Scopus and PsychInfo databases. Results 
were downloaded to Zotero, where duplicates were automatically identified and 
manually removed.  
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Search method  

Final search terms were chosen according to the idea that it is better to 
discard many irrelevant papers than to miss out on relevant papers. Preliminary 
searches were conducted on Scopus, PsychInfo and Google Scholar to identify 
key relevant papers. These papers provided a way to measure the effectiveness 
of different search term combinations (i.e., how many of the key papers were 
present in the results using xyz terms?). The same groups of final search terms 
were used on both Scopus and Web of Science, an example is given below: 

 

 

Figure 1: Scopus search terms  
Shows search terms as entered into the Scopus database. The asterisk “*”  

can be replaced by any letter or series of letter, so “percept*” can result  

in “perception,” “detail*” in “details” or “detailedness,” etc.  

 
The rationale for each term is as follows:  
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1. Percept*: Because the topic of the current study is perception, 
relevant studies should contain some variation of the term 
perception in the abstract, title, or keywords.  

2. Detail* OR rich OR sparse OR filling-in OR overflow*: Because 
perception is a common word used in many contexts, this string 
of terms aims to narrow the scope of the results to those dealing 
specifically with perceptual overflow.  

3. Conscious* OR aware* OR phenom* OR experience: We 
included these terms because we are interested in perceptual 
overflow specifically as a topic in the broader field of 
consciousness research. These terms are used interchangeable 
with “consciousness” in the literature.  

4. Study OR studies OR experiment* OR participant* OR 
volunteer* OR subject*: Because we want to review empirical 
papers involving human subjects only, these terms were chosen 
with the aim of excluding papers not fitting that criteria (i.e., 
reviews, animal models, etc.) 

5. (And not) disorder*: In pilot searches, many papers were 
returned that regarded various health and psychological 
disorders (i.e., disorders of perception, patients’ perceptions of 
specific disorders). This keyword was excluded to filter out 
such papers.  

 
Once the above terms were entered into the database, additional filters 

were applied. These filters limited the results to papers relevant to the fields of 
psychology and neuroscience, papers available in English, papers that are peer-
reviewed, and papers published from 1995-2021. The application of these filters 
can be seen in the figure below:  
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Figure 2: Scopus search terms & filters  
Depicts all search terms in initial search and any additional filters applied 

The final searches were conducted on January 8, 2022. The Scopus search 
resulted in 1,395 papers, 1,387 of which were downloadable to Zotero. The 
PsychInfo search resulted in 2,344 papers, for a total of 3,731 papers downloaded 
to Zotero between the two databases combined. After removing duplicates, 3,016 
papers were screened for relevance. Relevance was defined as specifically 
referencing the rich vs. sparse debate in the title and/or abstract. Twenty-two 
papers fit this relevance criteria. An additional 4 papers were cross-referenced 
from the relevant papers, for a total of 26 papers included in this review. See 
Appendix B for a full bibliography of the 26 included papers.  
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Figure 3: Search flow chart  
A diagram depicting the selection process of the papers included in this review  
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Results  

Color perception & summary statistics  

Color perception has lent insight to the study of subjective richness. A 
common example is our perception of a rich, blue sky. The retinal periphery is 
composed of mostly rods (as opposed to cones), which do not differentiate color. 
Despite this, when we look at the cloudless sky, we see an endless expanse of 
blue that does not decrease in vibrancy further away from the center point of 
fixation. How are we able to perceive rich blue in our periphery despite the lack 
of color-differentiating photoreceptors? 

Cohen et al. (2020a) used virtual reality (VR) environments to investigate 
peripheral color perception in real world settings. As participants freely explored 
VR environments with eye- and head-movements, the color of the periphery was 
desaturated such that color only remained within a 10°, 17.5°, 25°, or 32.5° radius 
from the center of fixation (determined via eye-tracking). In other words, a small 
portion in the center of the visual field would remain in-color, while the 
periphery would fade to black and white. By integrating online eye-tracking with 
the VR environment, wherever participants looked, the virtual world was 
colored, while large portions of the periphery were rendered colorless. An image 
has been included on the next page to provide a sense of what a significant 
portion of the visual field was desaturated. 
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Figure 4: Stimuli from Cohen et al. (2020a) 
This image segment reproduced from Cohen et al. (2020a) depicts the four 
different desaturation conditions participants experienced in the VR study.  

 

 
Whether participants noticed the absence of color varied across conditions 

of how much of the visual field was desaturated. When 32.5° remained in color, 
83% of participants failed to notice the desaturated periphery. When 25° 
remained, this number dropped to 65%. In the condition of 17.5°, 50% of 
participants failed to notice. Even when a mere 10° remained in color, a 
considerable number of participants (33%) failed to notice the lack of peripheral 
color. This finding was interpreted by Cohen et al. (2020) as evidence for sparse 
perception because of how many participants failed to notice the striking change.  

The inability of subjects to detect achromatic regions has been 
demonstrated before. Similar in concept to Cohen et al. (2020a), Balas & Sinha 
(2007) presented participants with “color chimeras,” created by applying a color 
saturation mask to natural or artificial scenes (example pictured on the net page). 
Color chimeras are designed to help determine how chromatic “filling-in” 
responds to different manipulations of a scene’s summary statistics, by varying 
the saturation in different visual regions. Such manipulations can help 
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researchers determine whether filling-in occurs via foveal/central-outward or 
peripheral-inward processes.  

 

 

Figure 5: Color chimera stimuli  
Stimuli reproduced from Balas & Sinha (2007). The saturation masks (center 
column) are applied to the original images (left column). The resulting image has 
a different saturation distribution.  

Participants were presented with full-color, greyscale (black-and-white), 
and “mixed” (saturation masked) images, and were asked to respond via 
keypress whether they perceived the image as full-color, greyscale, or mixed. 
Results showed that participants tended to report center-color chimeras as full-
color. This effect was associated with mask width (i.e., a larger colored center 
region resulted in more reports of a full-color image), with full-color reports 
reaching “nearly 50%” for the largest width (Balas & Sinha, 2007). Results were 
similar for grey-center images, and a similar main effect of mask size was found 
for grey-center images, the smaller the mask the more likely participants were to 
report a full-color image. Balas & Sinha (2007) saw this as suggesting color 
filling-in can be both a center-outward and peripheral-inward process. For grey-
center images, there were also significant effects of “color” (mask) and “texture” 
(natural scene structure vs. artificial) manipulations. For example, falsely 
perceiving images as fully black-and-white did not occur as often as perceiving 
them as fully in color. Based on their results, Balas & Sinha (2007) conclude that 
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color-spreading is likely to rely on summary statistics—an “average” or “gist” of 
the contents of a scene that the brain computes to help make perception more 
efficient. Summary statistics—also referred to as ensemble perception--will be 
discussed in more depth below. 
 Related to the phenomenon of “filling-in” is the uniformity illusion–the 
ability of central stimuli to cause peripheral stimuli to be perceived inaccurately. 
Suárez-Panilla et al. (2018) presented participants with a grid of Gabor patches 
(pictured below) and instructed participants to press a key when the grid 
appeared uniform. During the control session, the presented stimuli were 
actually uniform, so both subjective and objective uniformity occurred. 
Meanwhile, in the illusion session, only subjective uniformity occurred. The 
illusion was fairly successful, with participants subjectively experiencing 
uniformity in 27% of trials.  
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Figure 6: Array of Gabor patches  
A segment of an image reproduced from Suárez-Panilla et al. (2018) displaying 
an example of their stimuli. Under the uniformity illusion, peripheral patches 
(those outside the green rectangle) would be perceived as matching those within 
the rectangle.  

   
 After viewing either the objectively or subjectively uniform array, 
participants were presented with a single Gabor patch from the preceding array 
and were asked to report its orientation. The location of the patch didn’t change 
from one presentation to the next, but the orientation of the single test patch was 
changed from its original to intermediary between global (orientation of the 
illusory patches, consistent with those in the green rectangle) or local (the actual 
orientation of the single patch as it was in the previous array). Suárez-Panilla et 
al. (2018) used this measurement to assess whether the illusion was driven by 
higher- or lower-level processing. Participants exhibited a bias in reporting test 
patch orientation as local (consistent with their actual orientation, not their 
illusory orientation). Suárez-Panilla et al. (2018) interpreted this result as 
evidence that the illusion is driven by higher-order (more categorical and 
conceptual) rather than lower-order (more brute detail-ordered, lines, contours, 
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etc.) processing. If the illusion was driven by lower-level visual areas associated 
with processing detail such as orientation, Suárez-Panilla et al. (2018) argue that 
participants would report the orientation of the test patch as consistent with the 
illusion. Because participants were still biased to report the objective orientation 
of the test patch, it seems likely that the illusion does not rely on and affect 
lower-level visual processing.  

Otten et al. (2017) tested the applicability of the uniformity illusion to a 
wide array of visual features such as shape, luminance, motion, orientation, 
pattern, and identity. Examples are pictured below. Participants were initially 
presented with the center “patch,” and the periphery faded in over the course of 
2 seconds. The image remained on the screen until the participant reported 
uniformity (or would expire after 10 seconds). Similar to Suárez-Panilla et al. 
(2018), some trials involved objective uniformity. In such trials, the peripheral 
content would slowly become objectively uniform to central content, mimicking 
the effects of the illusion. For identity and pattern uniformity, there was an 
added trial condition where objective uniformity was present at and maintained 
from initial presentation. This allowed Otten et al. (2017) to establish a baseline 
measurement of how long it took participants to detect uniformity in a more 
general sense.  

 

Figure 7: The uniformity illusion  
Examples of stimuli used in Otten et al. (2017). Try it yourself! First, note that the 
pattern of shapes differs in the center vs. the periphery. Then, fix your gaze on 
the center of the image until you notice the pattern become uniform across the 
entire image.  
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The illusion was successful for all stimulus types, with at least 2 seconds 
needed for participants to experience the illusion once they began looking at the 
image. One exception to this was for stimuli in the identity condition, for which 
subjective uniformity occurred almost immediately. In the experiment using 
identity stimuli (letters), participants' confidence in the illusion was also 
measured. Otten et al. (2017) found that confidence was similar for both real and 
illusory uniformity, which they interpreted in support of the strength of the 
illusion as it suggests that the illusory effects are almost as strong as perceiving 
the real thing.  

The studies discussed so far emphasize participants’ inability to see things 
“correctly,” or their tendency to perceive things that are not there. This 
highlights what could be seen as perceptual deficits. However, additional 
research has been done on peripheral color perception that claim to find evidence 
for rich and accurate, yet fleeting, perception of peripheral content. Bronfman et 
al. (2014) examined a summary statistic known as color diversity. Like the 
Sperling (1960) paradigm, participants were briefly presented arrays of random 
letters and were tasked with reporting letters from a specific “cued” row. In this 
version of the Sperling paradigm, the relevant row was always pre-cued (i.e., 
indicated before array onset), and the letters were colored, either with high color 
diversity (color of each letter sampled from all over the color wheel) or low color 
diversity (color of each letter sampled from a narrow sub-region of the color 
wheel). An example of the color-diversity variations in stimuli is pictured below. 
In addition to reporting letters from the cued-row, on some trials, participants 
were also asked to perform a secondary task of reporting the color diversity 
(high or low) of either the cued or a non-cued row. Replicating Sperling’s (1960) 
results, participants could accurately report ~2-4 letters from the cued row, but in 
Experiments 1-4, participants also showed above-chance accuracy in judging the 
color-diversity of letters, both in the cued and non-cued rows. Accuracy of color-
diversity judgments increased when participants were instructed to report color 
diversity before reporting the letter (Experiment 2), which Bronfman et al. (2014) 
interpreted as evidence that endogenous attention increased perception of color 
diversity.  
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Figure 8: Color diversity of stimuli in Bronfman et al. (2014)  
An image segment reproduced from Bronfman et al. (2014) depicting their 
stimuli. As shown, stimuli could have high color-diversity overall (bottom right), 
low color-diversity overall (top left), or differences in color diversity between the 
cued and non-cued rows (bottom left and top right).  

 To further ensure that this performance could not be due to unconscious 
processing, Experiment 5 replicated the procedure with masking and brief 
presentation (16.7ms). Participants were also asked to rank their visibility on a 
scale: 1 did not see the colors, 2 partially saw the colors, or 3 saw the colors well. 
Bronfman et al. (2014) found that performance on trials where participants chose 
1 was statistically at-chance (47%), but significantly above chance on trials where 
2 (68%) or 3 (84%) were chosen. This was taken to suggest that above chance 
performance in the earlier experiments cannot be explained by unconscious 
processing alone.  
 Bronfman et al. (2014) saw their study as evidence for rich perception 
because it revealed an ability to accurately estimate color-diversity (even in less-
attended, peripheral regions of the display), which they saw as a remnant of a 
fleeting experience of all (or most of) the individual original colors. This 
interpretation hinges on the assumption that the perception of summary statistics 
relies on perception of individual elements. If this assumption is correct, then the 
results of Bronfman et al. (2014) may indeed support rich perception. In a follow-
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up study, however, Ward et al. (2016) investigated the validity of this 
assumption. Experiment 1 replicated the procedure of Bronfman et al. (2014) 
with a modification to the 1-3 scale the original study used in their fifth 
experiment. The questions posed by Ward et al. (2016) more directly probed 
participants’ perceptions of individual colors, asking:  
 1) I had no sense that any of the letters had any color at all 

2) I had a vague sense that the letters were colored in general, but I didn’t 
clearly perceive the individual colors of individual letters. 
3) I had a clear sense that the letters were colored in general, but I didn’t 
clearly perceive the individual colors of individual letters. 
4) I had a clear sense that the letters were colored in general, and I could 
also clearly perceive the individual colors of individual letters.  

  
 Results showed that participants chose option 1 rarely, and options 2-4 
about equally. In replication of Bronfman et al. (2014), on trials when participants 
reported no sense of the colors at all (option 1), performance on the color-
diversity judgment task was at chance. In addition, Ward et al. (2016) found no 
significant difference between performance on trials where participants chose 
option 2 (63.29%) vs option 4 (73.53%).  
 In a second experiment, Ward et al. (2016) used change blindness to test 
performance on a task where perception of individual colors was indeed 
required. On half of the trials, the colors of the unattended letters were reshuffled 
during the 17ms blank period. This caused a change to the individual elements 
from prechange (150ms) to postchange (150ms), however because no new colors 
were added or subtracted to the array, the overall diversity statistic was 
preserved. Participants were then asked if they noticed the change. None of the 
12 participants noticed the change. Performance on the main task did not suffer 
(accuracy at estimating color diversity remained above-chance). A third and final 
experiment replicated the procedure in Experiment 2, however this time the pre-
change display duration was increased from 150ms to 650ms. Above-chance 
diversity estimation was again replicated, however no participants noticed the 
change, despite the longer exposure.  
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 Ward et al. (2016) interpreted their results as a challenge to the 
fundamental assumption of Bronfman et al. (2014): that perception of summary 
statistics implies the perception of individual elements. The conclusions 
Bronfman et al. (2014) drew in support of rich perception rest on this 
assumption, but Ward et al.’s (2016) experiments showed that summary statistics 
(at least the color diversity statistic) can be accurately judged (at above-chance 
levels) despite complete change blindness of the individual elements.  
 

Change blindness  

Researchers often reference inattentional blindness (IAB) and change 
blindness (CB) as examples of failure to notice details we intuitively feel we 
perceive. IAB and CB occur both in- and outside of laboratory settings, 
strengthening the argument for sparse perception. Inattentional blindness refers to 
the failure to notice salient, central stimuli because of a lack of or misallocation of 
attention. Simon & Chabris (1999) used a highly creative paradigm to 
demonstrate IAB for complex, realistic stimuli. Participants were shown a video 
in which two teams (3 players each) passed a basketball back and forth to each 
other. One team wore black shirts, and the other team wore white shirts, and 
participants were instructed to count the number of times players on the black or 
white team (each participant assigned to either “black” or “white” condition) 
passed the ball. This task was the easy condition. The hard condition required 
participants to count how many times the assigned team performed specific 
types of passes (bounce, aerial, etc.). There were two scenarios researchers were 
curious whether people would notice while performing their assigned task: 1) a 
woman holding an open umbrella would walk from left to right across the scene 
2) a shorter woman in a full-body gorilla costume would perform the same 
action. Videos were presented in conditions of transparent and opaque. Across 
all conditions, a shocking 46% of participants failed to notice the key scenario. 
Participants were more likely, however, to notice the event while performing the 
easy task than the hard task. The woman holding the umbrella was noticed more 
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often than the gorilla. There was no difference in color condition on noticing the 
woman with the umbrella, but participants were more likely to notice the gorilla 
when paying attention to the black team than when paying attention to the white 
team.  

In a final, additional scenario (perhaps the most well-known), participants 
were asked to perform the easy task on the white team while the woman in the 
gorilla costume walked into the center of the players, turned to face the camera, 
and banged her fists against her chest before walking off. The entirety of this 
critical event lasted a full 9 seconds. Shockingly, 50% of participants failed to 
notice the gorilla. To watch the video shown in the experiment, visit this link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo  

 CB is similar to IAB, but instead of failing to notice the appearance 
of an unexpected object or event, CB involves a failure to notice a change, even if 
one is “on the look-out” for potential changes. In CB, such failures occur 
primarily due to a visual disruption (such as an eye-movement, blink, or sudden 
disruption to the scene itself). Early research on both change and inattentional 
blindness was in part motivated by practical applications such as improving 
cancer screening, TSA baggage screening, and prevention of traffic accidents. 
O’Regan et al. (1999) conducted a study that sought to simulate mud splashing 
against the windshield of a car, this simulation is pictured on the following page. 
Participants were tasked with detecting changes between pairs of natural scenes, 
however a “mudsplash” would be superimposed over parts of the image 
precisely at the time of the change (but never covering the location of the 
change). Changes were categorized into “central interest” and “marginal 
interest,” but were controlled for equal size and salience. Results showed that 
participants almost always detected central-interest changes on the first round, 
but marginal interest-changes were detected at the second round or later. In a 
follow-up experiment, O’Regan et al. (1999) modified the stimuli so that instead 
of multiple “mudsplashes,” there was only one, and it covered the location of the 
change. This modification was to ensure that the masking rectangle was not 
disrupting representation of the scene. Participants were once again able to 
immediately detect central-interest change, however marginal interest changes 
went undetected.  
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Figure 9: Change blindness & “mudsplashes” 
An example of the stimuli used in O’Regan et al. (1999). The sudden appearance 
of black-and-white checkered patches aimed to simulate mud suddenly 
splashing onto the windshield of a car.  

 
O’Regan et al. (1999) interpreted their findings as evidence for a sparse 

representation of the external world, because of such a striking failure to notice 
environmental detail. They further hypothesize that the external world may act 
as a sort of “outside memory,” and that our feeling of richness comes from 
knowing we can immediately access rich detail through series of eye and head-
movements so effortless that we are often not even consciously aware of making 
them.  

While CB has been widely cited as evidence for sparse perception, there 
are other interpretations of the phenomenon. Mitroff et al. (2004) cite three 
common explanations for CB. The first is a failure to represent (encode) the pre-
change (original) image in any way. For example, a participant fails to detect a 
change because there was no representation of (certain details of) the first image 
to access and use to compare the second image against. The second explanation 
is that the pre-change image is sufficiently represented, but then is quickly 
forgotten or overwritten by successive information. In this case, a participant 
views and represents the prechange image, but then the appearance of the post-
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change (changed) image interrupts this fragile representation, rendering the 
participant unable to accurately detect a change. The final explanation Mitroff et 
al. (2004) refer to is a mere failure of comparison. A participant accurately 
represents both the prechange and post-change image and indeed compares 
them, however they do so ineffectually, failing to detect the change in time.  

Determining which explanation is accurate would provide crucial insight 
into the nature of mental representations, including their richness or sparseness. 
If the first explanation is true, perception is sparse because not much detail is 
represented. If the second is true, then perception is rich but representations are 
extremely fragile, explaining why people feel as if they experience more than 
they can report. If the third is true, then perception is rich and failures of access 
are due to some other cause than fragile representations.  

Mitroff et al. (2004) attempted in four experiments to determine if 
representations were still preserved in instances of failure to detect a change. If 
this were the case, then it may be concluded that CB is a failure of comparison, 
because a representation of the pre-change image is indeed preserved. To assess 
this, Mitroff et al. (2004) compared performance against two different boundaries 
of chance: lower-chance (50%, standard) and upper-chance (a more conservative 
measure calculated individually for each participant). The upper-chance 
boundary was intended to reflect the maximum level of accuracy that could be 
obtained without sustaining representations of both the pre- and post-change 
displays. Thus, Mitroff et al. (2004) interpreted performance above this boundary 
as evidence for the existence of both representations and thus comparison.  

Experiment 1 consisted of a standard change detection task using an array 
of line drawings. On 90% of trials, one of the drawings was replaced (change 
trials). To assess quality and content of representation on every trial (even when 
a participant failed to detect a change), participants were asked a series of three 
questions after each trial. All three questions presented participants with two 
objects and asked them which had been present. The first question presented the 
prechange object and a novel object, the second presented the postchange object 
and a novel object, and the third was a novel object and a randomly chosen 
object from the tested array not implicated in the change. Results of the first 
experiment revealed participants were fairly adept at detecting changes (65.88%) 
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and were able to perform better than both the lower boundary of chance and the 
upper boundary of chance. Mitroff et al. (2004) concluded from this above upper-
chance performance that participants were able to access representations of both 
pre- and post-change information, even on trials where they failed to detect a 
change, suggesting that CB may indeed result from a comparison failure.  

Experiment 2 followed the same procedure as Experiment 1 with the 
following exception: the third follow-up question was removed, and participants 
were explicitly informed that all follow-up questions would involve objects 
involved in the change (recall that the third question in Experiment 1 did not 
involve any changed objects, only a novel object and a random unchanged 
object). Results replicated Experiment 1 (no significant difference in detection, 
performance above upper boundary). These results ensured that participants 
were not adopting a strategy of ignoring the change detection task in lieu of 
actively trying to encode as many items in the array as possible in order to 
perform well on the questions. If the only items questioned were those changed, 
participants would have no motive to focus on any other task.  Experiment 3 
required participants to answer the change detection question before the memory 
question. Results revealed no significant difference in detection compared to the 
prior two experiments, however accuracy for the prechange question decreased 
in unaware trials, suggesting that while the prechange information may be 
represented, the stability and the robustness of the representation can reasonably 
be called into question. This is apparent due to performance suffering due to the 
interruption of being asked the detection question first. Finally, Experiment 4 
simply assessed whether the memory questions swayed performance on the 
change detection task by removing the memory questions altogether. Results 
showed no significant difference in accuracy, confirming that the probes had no 
effect on the main task. Overall, these follow-up assessments were taken by 
Mitroff et al. (2004) to confirm the reliability of their main finding, which they 
claim is that CB is the result of a comparison failure (Experiment 1, above 
paragraph).  

An additional claim for the existence of preserved representations in CB 
comes from Simons et al. (2002). In a real-world scenario, each participant would 
walk down a path on Harvard campus, where a woman in athletic clothes would 
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approach them and ask for directions. A group of eight confederates (undercover 
researchers) would pass in-between, talking amongst themselves, and either take 
from the woman (removal condition) or give to the woman (addition condition) 
a standard orange basketball. Once the participant finished providing directions, 
they were immediately debriefed as to the nature of the study and asked if they 
had noticed what had occurred. In the addition condition, only 1 out of 6 
participants noticed the change upon first questioning, and an additional 
participant reported noticing after initial questioning. In the removal condition, 2 
out of 5 participants noticed the change upon first questioning, 3 noticed only 
when asked about the basketball specifically. Like Mitroff et al. (2004), Simons et 
al. (2002) took this to mean that participants may “show” CB even when they 
have a representation of the scene. When asked specifically, participants did 
recall the basketball, even though earlier, when asked indirectly, they did not 
indicate such.  

A second experiment replaced the basketball with a novel red and white 
striped ball, allowing researchers the opportunity to ask participants to recall 
specific details about the changed item. Simons et al. (2002) also added control 
conditions where no change occurred (the ball was either present or absent 
throughout the exchange) and control probes (participants were asked about 
changes that never occurred) to establish a baseline sense of how trustworthy 
participants’ reports were more generally. Only 2 out of 14 participants in the 
removal condition and 1 out of 13 in the addition condition failed to report the 
change at any point during the questioning. While the results are unclear for 
report of detail, Simons et al. (2002) report that “over half” of the participants in 
the removal condition were able to mention distinguishing features of the novel 
ball. 69% of participants across conditions were able to “‘discover’ memory” of 
the ball, after being cued by researchers.  

A third and final experiment got rid of the addition condition. The woman 
held either a soccer ball or a stuffed bunny holding a get-well sign and asked for 
directions to the hospital. The woman was accompanied by another confederate 
who held objects either consistent or inconsistent: soccer cleats and an ice pack 
(consistent with ball, inconsistent with bunny) or a plant (inconsistent with the 
soccer ball, consistent with the bunny). Once again, a group of confederates 
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would pass by and remove the objects held by the two women. 39% of 
participants failed to report the change in the consistent condition, and 31% 
failed in the inconsistent condition. Across both conditions, 35% never reported 
the change.  

While many participants failed to notice the change at all, a considerable 
number failed to notice only initially and required further, more specific 
questioning. Can this behavior be explained not by the preservation of a once-
conscious representation, but rather by unconscious processes such as priming 
(the ability of sensory, emotional, and/or linguistic input to subconsciously bias 
behavior)? Were the details of the change processed unconsciously, allowing the 
participants to make highly accurate guesses despite never having consciously 
experienced the details?  

In a 2002 paper, Mitroff et al. attempted to rule out this explanation. The 
first experiment sought to determine whether the presence of a change can affect 
performance despite unawareness of the change. Such an effect would imply that 
changes can undergo unconscious processing, and prime participants as 
explained above. Participants completed a change detection task on 
computerized stimuli such as gratings and numbers, and then were asked a 
series of additional questions regarding their confidence in their response. Mitroff 
et al. (2002) found a correlation between response time and confidence.  
Participants responded more quickly when they were more confident and low 
confidence accompanied incorrect responses. Confidence was found to be a 
better predictor of response variability than implicit sensitivity. But could 
implicit detection be responsible for feelings of confidence? Mitroff et al. (2002) 
say no, arguing that the overall bias found to report no change reflects a 
conservatism consistent with explicit processes. In other words, participants 
tended to err on the side of caution, and this was interpreted by Mitroff et al. 
(2002) as evidence that participants were consciously and intentionally 
considering their responses, as opposed to responding reflexively.  

Two additional experiments examined implicit localization. Experiment 2 
asked whether participants could correctly guess the location of the change 
despite being unaware of it, assuming an ability to do so is proof of some extent 
of unconscious processing. Results showed a marked increase in detection over 
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time, and participants were most likely to correctly guess the location of the 
change on trials where they reported awareness of the change. Because 
participants performed better on trials where they reported awareness, it could 
not be concluded that unconscious processing played a primary role in 
localization. If that were the case, performance would have been similar on both 
aware and unaware trials. Experiment 3 assessed whether attention was drawn 
to the location of the change, despite being unaware of it, to determine if 
awareness or attention better predicts performance. In the first part of 
Experiment 3, participants performed a change detection task that contained 
distractor stimuli. In part two, a different group of participants performed the 
same task, however this time they were forced to report whether or not they saw 
the change after only one cycle (prechange, blank, postchange) whereas in part 
one the cycle repeated until a participant reported a change. Performance was 
not found to be significantly different in parts one and two. Part three of 
Experiment 3 tested the hypothesis that performance in parts one and two was 
due to accumulation. Mitroff et al. (2002) argued that if repeated viewing of a 
change results in the accumulation of localized information, then enhanced 
performance should only occur when the location of the change is maintained 
across exposures. If it is not maintained, then there is nothing to 
learn/accumulate and benefit from. The procedure was identical to part two, 
however this time the location of the change on each trial was randomized. 
Results showed performance identical to part two in regards to error rates, 
response time, and the pattern of slope difference, which Mitroff et al. (2002) took 
as evidence that localization cannot be explained by implicit accumulation.  
 While Experiments 1-3 assessed implicit registration and localization of a 
change, a fourth and final experiment tested implicit identification. Participants 
were presented with an array of rectangles. The critical change (⅔ of trials) 
involved a single rectangle changing orientation from either vertical to horizontal 
or horizontal to vertical. An unchanged rectangle was then cued, and 
participants were asked to report the orientation of the cued rectangle. Mitroff et 
al. (2002) reasoned that if implicit identification occurred, participants would 
respond significantly faster when the orientation of the changed and cued 
rectangles were congruent. In other words, they would be primed by 
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unconscious information and able to make a more accurate guess. Results 
showed this not to be the case. Participants were not faster to respond to 
congruent trials, regardless of whether or not they were aware of the change. 
However, participants did make fewer errors on congruent trials, once again 
whether or not they noticed the change. A follow-up study confirmed that these 
results were not due to implicit learning of spatial contingencies. Overall, Mitroff 
et al. (2002) interpret their results as evidence for “...explicit comparison 
mechanisms” (as opposed to implicit, automatic, unconscious detection) 
underlying CB.  

 Attempts have been made to integrate both the “impoverished 
representation” (representations are either non-existent or fragile & fleeting) and 
“rich representation” (representations are rich, but they are not compared 
effectively) views of CB. Specifically, Varakin & Levin (2010) highlight situations 
where there is both poor change detection and good long-term visual recognition 
of analogous stimuli, suggesting that the nature of representations is potentially 
not best captured by examining how the visual system processes unexpected 
changes. Two tasks were implemented. The “object task” required participants to 
respond to a cued object but not to a cued empty location. The “upright task” 
required participants to respond to cued upright but not inverted objects. These 
tasks were intended to test pre-attentive and attention-requiring processes, 
respectively. The first task is more similar to mere detection: something is 
present or it is not. The second task is more similar to identification and requires 
more processing: don’t just report the presence of something, but tell us a detail 
about it (whether it is upright). Stimuli consisted of four line drawings and four 
blank squares (object condition) or four upright line drawings and four inverted 
line drawings (upright condition). Half of the trials contained changes. 
Participants were asked if they detected a change (yes or no) and to 
localize/identify the change via the object’s name. Upon completion of the 16 
change detection trials, participants’ long-term memories were tested. They were 
presented with two arrays used in no-change trials that occurred earlier in the 
experiment. Both arrays were identical with one exception: one of the arrays 
contained a novel object that hadn’t been presented in any of the trials. 
Participants had to correctly identify which array they had previously seen in the 
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experiment. This memory test served to determine whether participants could 
remember details similar to those that they failed to report in the change 
detection task. 

Change detection analysis involved only the first and last trials. This is 
because researchers could be sure that on the first trial, participants were not 
intentionally looking for a change, and on the last trial, they were intentionally 
looking for a change. For the first trial, significantly more participants in the 
upright condition responded “yes” when asked if they noticed a change than 
participants in the object condition. This means that participants detected more 
changes from inverted to upright (and vice versa) than from object present to 
absent (and vice versa). Localization performance was also higher in the upright 
condition than in the object condition. Interestingly, localization performance in 
the object condition was not above chance, however, for the upright condition, 
performance was above chance even in trials where participants selected “no” 
regarding whether they detected a change. This implies that participants were 
able to recall details about the objects (such as where the changed object was 
located) despite not detecting a change. For the last trial, where researchers could 
be sure that participants were intentionally looking for a change, detection was 
roughly equivalent in both conditions, and localization was more accurate in the 
object condition. Regarding long-term memory, participants displayed above-
chance (chance = 50%) recognition for both the upright (67%) and object (69%) 
conditions. Varakin & Levin (2010) take this result to suggest that CB can occur 
under conditions that still lead to functional visual long-term memory. Because 
of this, they argue that change detection may not be an accurate, functional 
measurement of the richness/sparseness of mental representations. 

A second experiment involved three upright stimuli, three inverted 
stimuli, and three blank squares in both the object and upright conditions. This 
change was intended to result in a more complex task. Results showed that long-
term memory remained above chance despite an inability to consistently detect 
unexpected changes. A third and final experiment extended the paradigm to 
natural scenes. Additionally, instead of a yes/no binary, a 6-point scale was used 
to report detection. Results showed that subjects’ confidence that something 
changed did not differ in situations where a change did and did not occur. This 
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was true in both the intentional and the non-intentional trial. In both the 
intentional and unintentional trials, localization was not above chance. Long-
term recognition, however, was once again well above chance (50%) in both 
conditions (62% object, 75% upright), which Varakin & Levin (2010) took to 
further support their hypothesis that “visual representations get rich and act 
poor.”  

 

Sensory memory  

 Another proposed explanation of CB suggests that CB occurs because 
experimenters do not probe early stages of visual short-term memory that have 
larger capacities than those stages traditionally probed (working memory, for 
example). To best understand this, we will take a brief detour to discuss the 
different stages of visual memory. 

The first stage of visual memory is called iconic memory. Iconic memory 
refers to the automatic processing and brief maintenance of information sensed 
by our visual system. Everything that is being picked up by your visual field 
right now is in your iconic memory, at least very briefly (until you make another 
eye movement). If certain information picked up by the visual system is deemed 
important, then that information will be transferred to visual short-term 
memory. Information in visual short-term memory that needs to be actively 
manipulated to complete some kind of task is then transferred to working 
memory. For example, the last few words you just read, and the more important 
themes of this paper are currently stored in your working memory. Finally, with 
repeated exposure or intentional memorization, items in working memory can 
enter long-term memory, where things like telephone numbers, anniversary 
dates, and important life memories are stored. 

In 2010, Sligte et al. found that when they tested early stages of visual 
memory, performance on a change detection task was higher than when later 
stages were tested. Participants were shown an array of eight objects and were 
instructed to memorize as many as possible. On each trial, the location of one of 
the eight items was “cued” (a cue refers to a very brief stimulus that is presented 
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in such a way that it orients attention to a more important stimulus). Critically, 
the cue latencies varied across three conditions: 10ms after offset of initial display 
(early retro-cue), 1000ms after offset of initial display (late retro-cue), or 1000ms 
after offset of initial display but 100ms after onset of test display (post-change 
cue; the interval between initial and test display was shortened from 2,000 to 
900ms in the last condition to allow for this overlap). These three intervals were 
intended to correspond to iconic memory, fragile visual short term memory, and 
visual working memory, respectively. After a brief interval where nothing was 
presented, participants were asked if they had noticed a change. If the trial did 
contain a change, after responding (regardless of accuracy) participants were 
presented with the pre-change object and three novel distractor objects that had 
been in neither array. Participants were then asked to identify the changed item. 
Sligte et al. (2010) argued that a more detailed representation would enable 
participants to both detect and identify a change, rather than either detect or 
identify changes alone. Identification is traditionally considered to engage 
higher-level processing than mere detection because it relies on perception and 
categorization of certain details of an object. For example, I might see a cat dart 
out of the corner of my eye. If asked if I noticed anything, I could say yes. But if 
asked what I noticed, I might not know. I might say “some type of animal?” The 
example of the darting cat illustrates why identification (I saw a cat) may signify 
more thorough processing than detection (I saw something) alone.  
 Sligte et al. (2010) found that performance was highest in the early retro-
cue condition and significantly decreased over the remaining conditions. These 
results were taken to indicate noteworthy capacity differences among the three 
memory systems manipulated, with earlier memory stages having higher 
capacities. To determine the amount of highly detailed representations, 
specifically, authors multiplied change detection accuracy with identification 
accuracy. Participants displayed the highest number of detailed representations in 
the early retro-cue condition (iconic memory). Additionally, iconic memory and 
fragile VSTM were found to contain primarily highly detailed representations, 
whereas visual working memory contained one highly detailed and one sparsely 
detailed representation.  
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 Sligte et al. (2010) interpret this increased performance as suggesting that 
we may very well have rich, detailed perception like we intuitively feel we 
experience. In other words, they are saying that our intuitions about the world 
seeming rich are accurate. They argue that the reason other experiments cited as 
evidence for “sparse” perception fail to capture this is because they are testing 
too late of a stage of memory. It can help to imagine memory as a bottle neck, 
with iconic memory as the body of the bottle containing the vast richness of our 
immediate experience. However, as time progresses, the capacity of our memory 
gets more and more narrow, resulting in an inability of later memory stages to 
do justice to the richness of experience justice.  
 Sligte et al. (2010) falls victim to a common criticism of many experimental 
paradigms: can results obtained using such simple stimuli be generalized to the 
complex real-world settings we find ourselves in during everyday life? Clarke & 
Mack (2015) sought to answer this question. Participants performed a deletion 
change detection task (where they were asked to detect a feature that is removed 
from the scene), however this time the stimuli were natural scenes. The 
prechange scene was presented (500ms), and, in conditions with a cue, a red 
arrow cue at 0, 300, or 1000ms was presented after the pre-change image 
disappeared. The three time intervals were once again intended to correspond 
with the three relevant stages of memory: iconic, fragile visual short term, and 
working memory. In another condition, the cue was presented at the same time 
as the postchange scene. Results were consistent with Sligte et al. (2010), showing 
that the cue improved performance and that this improvement declined as ISI 
between pre-change scene and cue increased (in other words, performance was 
better when early stages of memory were tested). Further analysis revealed that 
the cue enhanced change detection only at the 0ms and 300ms cue conditions, 
and change identification at the 0, 300, and 1000ms cue conditions. Comparing 
the cue conditions directly to each other, there was a significant difference in 
identification between iconic memory (0ms) and working memory (1000ms), but 
not between iconic memory (0ms) and fragile short-term memory (300ms), or 
between fragile short-term memory (300ms) or working memory (1000ms), 
which Clarke & Mack (2015) took to imply a gradual fade in memory. Regarding 
detection, there was a significant difference between iconic memory (0ms) and 
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working memory (1000ms), fragile short-term memory (300ms) and working 
memory (1000ms), but not between fragile short-term memory (300ms) and 
iconic memory (0ms). The authors interpreted these differences as evidence that 
the early cues enhance performance by directing participants’ attention to a 
representation of the scene stored in iconic memory. This representation fades 
over time, which is why there is no effect of the 1000ms and postchange cues on 
performance.  

Sligte et al. (2010) imply that more CB studies would replicate their results 
if early stages of memory were tested instead of working memory alone. One 
example they cite is a study by de Gardelle et al. (2009) that used a modified 
Sperling paradigm. In this study, participants were tasked with reporting as 
many letters as possible from a cued row. In the first experimental phase, the 
arrays contained letters. In the second, they contained some catch symbols. The 
third phase introduced pseudo-letters. In phases 2 and 3, on 1/3 of trials 
participants were shown 3-8 randomly chosen items and asked to choose which 
had been part of the previous array, according to their “subjective feeling.” 
Participants had the option of responding that none of the items pictured had 
been included. While results showed that participants correctly identified catch 
symbols, participants’ sensitivity to pseudo-letters was not significantly greater 
than 0. Interestingly, the presence of pseudo-letters significantly increased 
participants’ sensitivity to their real-letter counterparts, which de Gardelle et al. 
(2009) took as suggesting that participants subjectively perceive the pseudo-
letters as real letters.  

A second experiment increased the saturation of the background and 
foreground colors and made the auditory cues more distinct. There was also the 
addition of an “only letters” option in the report, to help determine if 
participants were indeed subjectively perceiving pseudo-letters as real letters (for 
example, if pseudo-letters are shown and a participant selects “only letters,” it 
can be reasonably inferred that they are subjectively perceiving pseudo-letters as 
real letters). Participants took the experiment and were called back for a second 
session a week later. This time, they were explicitly instructed that there were 
pseudo-letters they may not have seen last time. Participants were given a cheat 
sheet of all possible stimuli (letters, catch symbols, pseudo-letters) and were told 
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to study the key for five minutes before beginning the experiment. The only 
significantly different result from Experiment 1 was that participants showed 
equal sensitivity to pseudo-letters as they did their real-letter counterparts. de 
Gardelle et al. (2009) interpret this result as evidence that pseudo-letters are 
indeed subjectively perceived as real letters, and go on to explain potential 
mechanisms, such as Bayesian predictive coding (where real letters are a prior 
resulting in perception of “predicted” real letters even when they are not there). 
This conclusion supports a sparse interpretation of perception. Similar to 
perceiving a black-and-white periphery as being full of rich color, incorrectly 
perceiving pseudo-letters as real letters is interpreted by some researches as 
evidence of a shocking deficit in the perceptual system, and how can a system 
with such deficits be considered to perceive things “richly”? Iconic memory 
researchers would push back against this conclusion, arguing that de Gardelle et 
al. (2009) may have had different results if they had probed earlier memory 
stages. Specifically, they argue that the presentation of the mask after the 
memory array may have disrupted the representation of items in iconic memory, 
causing them to not make it through the bottleneck into working memory 
(Vandenbroucke et al., 2012).  

Perceptual reentry–the (re)appearance of a stimulus in perception after its 
physical disappearance–has been cited as a threat to sensory memory’s (a term 
used from here on out to refer to combined iconic and fragile visual short-term 
memory) explanation of perceptual richness (Ward et al., 2016). In 2004, Mitroff 
& Scholl demonstrated perceptual-reentry using a motion-induced blindness (MIB) 
paradigm (explained in the image below).  
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Figure 10: Motion-induced blindness  
An example of the procedure reproduced from Mitroff & Scholl (2004). 
Participants were asked to fixate on the center square while the pattern in the 
background would rotate around. Eventually, participants would become 
“blind” to the white circle above the square, even though the circle was still 
present. For a better example of this illusion, see the following video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hfrb94mKCJw focus on the flashing green 
dot in the center, and eventually the three yellow dots on the edges will 
disappear.  

 
Participants were presented with the stimuli pictured above and were 

instructed to notify experimenters when MIB had occurred (when they could no 
longer perceive the white circle). Then, the circle would be removed from the 
screen. Shockingly, participants almost always saw the circle disappear–95% of 
the time, even when they were blind to the circle beforehand. This is compared 
to 98% when they were aware of the circle the whole time. Mitroff & Scholl 
(2004) argue that such a finding is evidence that the brain maintains a 
representation of the circle even when participants are blind to it. A second 
experiment sought to determine if this representation was formed initially and 
then maintained over time, or, alternatively, was constantly re-formed and 
refreshed during MIB. MIB was once again induced in participants, but this time, 
after participants reported a loss of awareness, the stimulus (a line in experiment 
2 instead of a circle) would rotate to the left or right before disappearing. 
Participants were able to accurately report the orientation of the stimulus when it 
disappeared, which Mitroff & Scholl (2004) interpreted in favor of the refresh 
hypothesis–if participants simply maintained an initial representation, how 
could they accurately report the change in orientation that occurred when they 
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could not subjectively see the line? Ward et al. (2016) argues that MIB–as 
displayed in this study–challenges sensory memory because it could offer an 
alternative explanation of why participants performed so well when early 
memory was probed in Sligte et al. (2010). In Mitroff & Scholl (2004), participants 
reported subjective unawareness of a stimulus. When the stimulus disappeared–
i.e., a change was made to it–subjective awareness suddenly occurred. Could the 
same process be involved in Sligte et al. (2010)? Is it possible that participants 
were unaware of the stimuli prior to the moment of change, similar to Mitroff & 
Scholl (2004)?  

It has also been suggested (Ward et al., 2016) that late visual reactivation 
could also explain the results of Sligte et al. (2010). Like MIB, this phenomenon 
involves the perception of a no-longer present stimulus, induced by post-cueing 
attention. An example of this is illustrated in Sergent et al. (2013). Participants 
were presented with two circles to the right and left of a centrally located fixation 
cross. Their task was to report the orientation of a single Gabor patch that would 
randomly flash in one of the circles. Attention was cued via dimming of one or 
both circles and could appear either before or after the target stimulus. Sergent et 
al. (2013) found an increase in accuracy when the cue and the patch appeared in 
the same circle, even when the cue was presented 400ms after the target first 
appeared. A second experiment was conducted to ensure that participants were 
subjectively unaware of the target prior to the post-cue, as the results are 
especially notable in this case. To determine this, subjects reported their 
subjective awareness of the target on a scale. Results identified two key types of 
trials: 1) near-chance performance and a subjective visibility rating of 0% and 2) 
high performance and high visibility. This categorization may initially seem to 
support the results of Sligte et al. (2010), because participants performed better 
when they reported that they were aware of the target prior to the cue. This 
would imply that the cue did not retroactively bring the target into awareness, 
but that it aided an already existing awareness. However, Sergent et al. (2013) 
argue that attention, not awareness, is still predominantly responsible for 
performance and for the balance between these two types of trials. Their evidence 
for this comes from a model of the subjectivity ratings, which significantly fit the 
data. Notably, the estimate of “aware” trials provided by this model was 
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“...strongly influenced by both pre- and post-cued attention and could account 
for the effect observed on detection sensitivity” (Sergent et al. 2013), suggesting 
that attention was, after all, a better predictor of performance than awareness.   

Can sensory memory benefits be explained by unconscious processes such 
as attention? Vandenbroucke et al. (2012) sought to address this issue. Their 
study used the Kanizsa illusion (pictured on the following page) to assess the 
characteristics of early (iconic) and late (fragile) sensory memory. If the Kanizsa 
illusion can be processed by sensory memory, then sensory memory must 
involve high-level processing such as perceptual organization and perceptual 
inference (Vandenbroucke et al., 2012 cite Harris et. al., 2011 as evidence that 
induction of the illusion relies on these processes). Vandenbroucke et al. (2012) 
further argue that because these processes cannot be supported by unconscious 
processing alone, it would stand to reason that items subject to these processes 
must not be entirely unconscious.  
  
 

 

Figure 11: The Kanizsa illusion  
An example of the stimuli used in Vandenbroucke et al. (2012). On the left is the 
Kanizsa illusion. Note that there is no actual triangle drawn in the image. 
Instead, viewers are able to infer a triangle. Because there are no actual contour 
lines hitting the retina, it is argued that the illusion relies on higher-level 
processing involved in inferring image details.  
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Like Sligte et al. (2010), Vandenbroucke et al. (2012) used a change 

detection paradigm with three conditions of retro-cueing to manipulate early 
sensory memory (iconic memory), late sensory memory (fragile visual short-term 
memory), and working memory. In the first experiment, the key change was 
made to the figure via the inducers (the white circles that sort of look like Pac-
Man that help cause the illusion to occur). In the Kanizsa condition, the illusory 
triangle formed by the inducers acted as an aid to participants by creating a more 
noticeable change. The early and late sensory memory conditions were identical 
except for the duration of the blank occurring between the memory display and 
the cue (33ms early sensory, 1000ms late sensory). Unlike these two conditions, 
the working memory condition contained a 900ms post-memory blank and the 
test display was presented before the cue. Performance was higher in the early 
sensory memory condition than the late sensory memory condition, and 
performance in the late sensory memory condition was higher than in the 
working memory condition. Similar to Sligte et al. (2010) and Clarke & Mack 
(2015), the authors interpreted this as evidence that sensory memory has a larger 
capacity than working memory. Performance on trials containing the illusion 
was higher than control trials, meaning that the illusion was successful in 
creating a more noticeable change that boosted performance. Notably, this 
performance benefit was found even in sensory memory conditions, meaning 
that participants’ sensory memory must have processed the illusion in order to 
receive the benefits. Vandenbroucke et al. (2012) take this as suggesting that 
sensory memory involves higher order processing, because the illusion was 
effective in sensory memory. Following the authors’ argument, this would mean 
that items in sensory memory are consciously perceived.  
 In a second experiment, the inducers were made isoluminant to the 
background to decrease the strength of the illusion. Authors argue that this 
allows for the illusion to be cognitively inferred, rather than directly perceptually 
inferred. This distinction was compared to “...whether you decide there should 
be a triangle compared to actually perceiving a triangle…” (Vandenbroucke et 
al., 2012). Replicating the first experiment, performance in the perceptual-
inference condition was found to be better in the sensory memory conditions 
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than in the working memory condition, and performance was also enhanced in 
Kanizsa trials compared to control trials. Performance was also enhanced in 
Kanizsa compared to control trials in the isoluminant/cognitive-inference 
condition, however this effect was the same across all three memory conditions. 
Vandenbroucke et al. (2012) interpreted the disappearance of the performance 
difference between sensory memory and working memory in the cognitive-
inference condition as evidence that the benefits of the illusion must be due to 
perceptual inference. Further, they argue that this supports their hypothesis that 
items in sensory memory do undergo high-level processing, and that these 
representations are phenomenally experienced (as evidenced by their being 
perceptually (directly) rather than cognitively (indirectly) inferred). 

To assess brain regions associated with representation in sensory memory, 
Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) used fMRI to measure brain activity in response to 
presentation of the Kanizsa illusion in different conditions of inattentional 
blindness. Also investigated in this study was whether perceptual inference is 
purely perceptual vs. relying (at least to some extent) on cognitive access.  

Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) used four main stimuli: a Kanizsa illusion, a 
Kanizsa control image, a line image, and a line control image (pictured on the 
following page). These stimuli were embedded in a two-back task where 
participants were instructed to report a repetition of a letter that was presented 
two trials (two “letters”) earlier. The cognitive demands of this task were 
intended to induce inattentional blindness, providing researchers with the ability 
to compare brain activity correlated with perception of the illusion in sensory 
memory (inattentional blindness) vs. access of the illusion (no inattentional 
blindness). Because of the temporal imprecision of fMRI, Vandenbroucke et al. 
(2014a) used inattentional blindness vs. no inattentional blindness to compare 
sensory vs. working memory respectively. To avoid confusion, it should be noted 
that the authors relied on an uncommon conceptualization of inattentional 
blindness. Usually, inattentional blindness is interpreted as subjective 
unawareness of a stimulus (hence the “blindness” part of the term “inattentional 
blindness”). However, Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) interpret inattentional 
blindness as involving perceptual awareness, along with a failure of cognitive 
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access (despite being aware, participants do not “know” or report their 
awareness, processes the researchers believe involve cognitive access).  

 

 

Figure 12: Kanizsa illusion II 
Segment of an image from Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) depicting their four 
main stimuli. A) the Kanizsa illusion, where a pentagon is perceptually inferred 
despite there being no real lines drawn B) Kanizsa control C) line image of a 
cognitively inferable pentagon D) line control image 

 
fMRI analyses focused on the following regions: V1, V2, V3 V3AB, V4, and 

LOC. Heightened activity was found in both low- and high-level visual areas for 
the Kanizsa figure compared to its control. This difference was not found 
between the line figure and its control, which the authors suggest implies that 
the cognitive inference involved in the line figure is not accompanied by any 
unique visual/neural signal, providing additional evidence that perception of 
the illusion relies solely on perceptual inference and cognitive inference. 
Univariate analysis revealed no difference in patterns of neural activity in 
conditions of inattentional blindness vs. no inattentional blindness, which 
Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) claim as evidence that the illusion is processed even 
in the absence of access/report. If participants are aware of the stimulus when 
they report it, then the brain activity associated with reporting should also be 
associated with awareness. Additionally, multivariate analysis showed that the 
neural signature of the non-reported illusion could be used to classify the 
signature of the reported illusion. In other words, the patterns of brain activity 
associated with the illusion when participants were inattentionally blind was so 
similar to the activity when they were not that the patterns could be used to 
identify and predict each other. 
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Finally, research on sensory memory has also investigated how confident 
participants feel in their performance across the three stages of memory. 
Vandenbroucke et al. (2014b) presented participants with white rectangles of 
four possible orientations on a black background. Then, a cue (always valid) was 
presented at three conditions of visual memory (iconic/early-sensory, 50ms ISI; 
fragile/late-sensory, 1000ms ISI; working, 900ms ISI) with the cue occurring at 
the end of the listed ISI in the first two conditions, and after a brief replication of 
the memory array (100ms) for 500ms in the last condition. Participants 
performed a change detection task on the array. After reporting whether they 
detected a change (objective measure), participants indicated their subjective 
confidence in their answer: sure, doubt, or guess. Results replicated much of the 
iconic memory research discussed, showing a higher detection sensitivity (d’) for 
iconic memory than fragile and working memory. Once again, iconic memory 
capacity was highest, followed by fragile and then working memory capacity. 
Participants were biased more liberally (false alarms) during the sensory 
memory conditions and more conservatively (misses) during the working 
memory condition. Because of this bias, Vandenbroucke et al. (2014b) ran an 
additional experiment as they worried that the bias could have confounded 
participants’ perceptions of their choices (confidence). For example, a liberal bias 
may reasonably be associated with higher confidence, while a more conservative 
bias may be associated with lower confidence. To assess for bias, the change 
detection task was replaced with a change identification task. Instead of 
rectangles, the array contained arrows and cued arrows would change 
orientation. Participants were asked to report the specific change in orientation 
(clockwise or counterclockwise). Because this task relied on identification and 
not a more automatic process like detection, Vandenbroucke et al. (2014b) 
predicted that it would result in a response bias closer to 0. Sensitivity did not 
differ significantly from Experiment 1 and response bias was insignificant. 
Metacognition–defined by the researchers as the relationship between confidence 
and accuracy, such that when correct responses are accompanied by high 
confidence and incorrect by low, a participant can be said to have high 
metacognition–was calculated for each of the three memory conditions. 
Metacognition was lower for iconic memory than for working memory, but not 
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significantly different between fragile and working memory. Vandenbroucke et 
al. (2014b) interpreted these results as suggesting that fragile memory may 
involve explicit, conscious processing of information, similar to that which 
occurs in working memory. On the other hand, because of iconic memory’s 
lower metacognition, the authors suggest that “Possibly, the mechanisms 
underlying iconic memory are partly implicit,” or, partly unconscious rather 
than fully conscious (Vandenbroucke et al., 2014b).  
 

Miscellaneous  

Some relevant articles did not directly address the major topics discussed 
above: CB, sensory memory, color perception, or summary statistics. These 
papers will be discussed below.  

Research on perceptual richness predominantly involves brief 
presentations as it aims to study momentary, immediate experience. However, 
this is not what things are like in the “real world.” In everyday life, we 
experience long-term immersion in stable environments that we can explore with 
eye and head movements. Studies involving subjective detailedness in such 
stable situations have been conducted. In 2006, David Melcher presented 20 
participants with natural scenes for 5, 10, or 20 seconds, a set of durations chosen 
to best replicate scene-scanning as it occurs outside of the laboratory. Some 
images were immediately followed by a memory probe, where participants were 
asked to recall objects from the scenes. Other images were not immediately 
followed by the probe, but rather the probe occurred after 4 to 6 intermediary 
images. In a second experiment, scenes were presented for 1 or 10 seconds, with 
some conditions containing a 10 or 60 second delay between a 10 second and 1 
second presentation. The delay period contained either a reading task intended 
to strain working memory, or a visual short-term memory task where 
participants performed a change detection task. Results showed that 
performance on the memory probes increased with duration of the delay, 
repetition, and for central stimuli. This effect was not impacted by either the 
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working- or visual short-term memory tasks. Melcher (2006) took these results to 
suggest that our experience of rich detailedness in the environment comes from 
the accumulation of detail in memory over time.  
 In an additional study, Melcher (2010) once again examined the 
accumulation of details for natural scenes, however this time looking at the 
effects of the emotional charge of the scenes and individual differences in the 
participants. In Experiment 1, participants performed a color change detection 
task, a digit span task, and a memory task like that used in Melcher (2006) where 
participants were required to identify objects from a natural scene. Similar to the 
previous study, performance at the scene memory task improved as duration 
increased. No significant individual differences among participants were found 
in the color change detection task, however a significant correlation was found 
between performance on the change detection and scene memory tasks. Another 
significant correlation was found between performance on the digit span and 
change detection tasks, revealing that there may be individual abilities that 
contribute to and impact performance on the kinds of tasks involved in this 
research.  

 In Experiment 2, participants were shown neutral, highly negative, 
or highly positive emotional images. ⅓ of the images did not have an immediate 
memory probe, and participants were called back to the lab to take the probe 1 
week later. Results showed that memory was impaired for negative images, such 
that participants’ performance did not improve over time as was normally 
found. For positive scenes, however, participants performed better than they did 
on trials involving either neutral or negative scenes. Performance again 
improved at the 1-week mark, however at this point no effect of emotion was 
found. 

The results of these two studies contribute to our understanding of 
perceptual richness by providing data related to factors such as time, memory, 
emotional content, and individual difference. However, their relevance to the 
rich vs. sparse debate as discussed in this thesis is lacking simply because they 
do not manipulate the type of momentary, immediate perception the debate is 
centered around. While the 2006 paper claims results as evidence against 
perceptual sparseness, such a claim is not particularly relevant because the study 
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simply does not manipulate the same kind of perception the many other studies 
involved in this debate do. In that sense, it is almost as if these two studies 
address a different topic. Yet on the other hand, these two papers do highlight a 
gap in the current debate–namely, its applicability to real-world situations.  

In a separate study, Heinrich & Bach (2010) found that participants 
perceived higher subjective detailedness in a smaller version of two otherwise 
identical images. Participants were presented with two versions of the same 
image (either a natural scene or a random pattern) and were asked to report via 
keypress which image they thought was more detailed. Critically, one image was 
scaled down to ⅓ the original size. Results showed that in order for both images 
to receive the same subjective detailedness ranking, the objective detailedness of 
the smaller image had to be reduced, implying that participants perceived 
smaller images as more detailed than larger images. Objective detailedness was 
defined in this study as the number of spatial frequency cycles in the image. A 
spatial frequency cycle is a change in contrast, as pictured on the following page:  
  

 

Figure 13: Spatial frequency cycles  
This image (reproduced from Kalloniatis & Luu, 2007) shows the amount of 
spatial frequency cycles per degree. The array on the right (b) has a higher 
number of spatial frequency cycles per degree. This is comparable to how 
Heinrich & Bach (2010) calculated the number of spatial frequency cycles per 
image.  

Heinrich & Bach (2010) propose their visuo-cognitive hypothesis to explain 
their results. This hypothesis posits a visuo-cognitive schema for assessing image 
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quality, including not only a schematic representation of the physical 
characteristics of the image, but also an intermediate level representation of the 
properties of the visual system itself. Because this schema is aware of the gross 
limitations of the visual system (such as blind spots, interruptions due to blinks 
and eye-movements, etc.), it is accustomed to predicting more detail than is 
immediately available. However, Heinrich & Bach (2010) mention that for lower-
frequency images, the schema will assume that a lack of detail is due to the 
physical properties of the image and not the deficits of the visual system itself. 
The opposite is true of higher-frequency images, with such stimuli causing the 
schema to overpredict detail. Henrich & Bach (2010) argue that such a schema 
may explain the discrepancies found in subjective detailedness reported for 
images of different sizes and frequencies. Small images are perceived as more 
detailed because the schema interprets the lack of information due to size as not 
due to the image, but due to a failure of the visual system. Thus, it compensates 
by predicting more detail, giving the viewer an inaccurate subjective sense of the 
image.  

Park et al. (2010) argue that refreshing may allow us to subjectively feel as 
if we perceive more detail in a scene than is immediately visually available. 
Refreshing refers to a cyclical, post-perceptual process where part(s) of a scene 
is/are represented despite not being physically seen anymore. Participants were 
presented with panoramic scenes for 1.5 seconds while undergoing fMRI 
imaging. On trials in the refresh condition, participants were instructed to 
reimagine (refresh) a cued part of the scene (in this case, either the left or right 
side of the scene). On trials in the non-refresh condition, instead of cues, half of 
the immediately preceding scene was displayed, so that participants directly 
viewed half of the scene instead of mentally refreshing it. Congruent cues would 
cue the same side that would later be refreshed or perceived, and non-congruent 
cues would cue the alternative side. Participants did not make any overt 
responses on a trial-by-trial basis, but rather answered surprise memory 
questions at the end of the experiment. fMRI regions of interest included the 
parahippocampal place area (PPA)--a region associated with scene perception–
and retrosplenial cortex (RSC)--the area of cortex where the hippocampus is 
located.  
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Figure 14: Park et al. (2010) procedure  
Visual diagram of the procedure used in Park et al. (2010) (reproduced). Note 
that the “different side” conditions refer to an incongruency in the cue and the 
side probed. The opposite is true for the “same side” condition.  

 
Activation in the PPA was attenuated for same-side perception but not 

different-side. The same was found to be true for refreshing. Park et al. (2010) 
claim this indicates that the same neuronal populations are activated when 
viewing a scene for the second time that are activated upon initial viewing, and 
that refreshing a scene in large part replicated this process. In other words, 
activity in the PPA when refreshing a scene is similar to that associated with 
actually viewing the scene. In accordance with this, there was no significant 
difference found between activity in the PPA between refreshing and perceiving. 
Similar to the PPA, activity in the RSC was attenuated during the same-side 
perceive condition, meaning once again that activity was similar across multiple 
viewings of the same image. Unlike in the PPA, in the RSC there was a difference 
found between perceiving and refreshing: a significant decrease in activity when 
the same-side was refreshed compared to when it was merely perceived. The 
authors interpret these results as indicating that the PPA is involved in 
refreshing information that is more specific and localized within a larger scene, 
whereas the RSC can refresh information that is not restricted to such a limited 
region within the scene. In this sense, “...the PPA and RSC may represent 
different levels of scene information” (Park et al., 2010). Additionally, whole-
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brain analysis showed that when participants refreshed scenes (both same and 
different sides), heightened activity occurred in frontal areas (superior frontal 
gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus).  

Wang et al. (2021) conducted a study that sought to probe into the nature 
of reportability. Namely, can participants fail to report fully attended items? 
Participants were shown one of eight possible numbers which was presented in 
either red, blue, yellow, or purple against a grey background. Participants’ task 
was to report whether the number was odd or even as quickly as possible. After 
the 28th trial, participants were asked a “surprise” question regarding the 
identity or color of the number. Questions were forced choice, and all four 
options were of the same parity (all were odd or all were even). Participants were 
quite successful at the parity task (reporting oddness or evenness of the 
numbers), however performance on the surprise questions was not as high (35% 
correct for color; 55% correct for identity). Wang et al. (2021) describe their 
results as evidence that attribute amnesia–failure to report a task-irrelevant 
attribute of a stimulus due to the cognitive demand of the task–occurs even in a 
task with a very low cognitive load. It appeared as if because participants were 
tasked with focusing on one feature of the numbers (their parity), they failed to 
represent and recall features of the numbers irrelevant to the task (their color or 
even the name/identity of the number), even though the task was not very 
difficult and all features involved very obvious and seemingly hard to miss. 
Experiment 2 replicated the procedure of Experiment 1 but used Chinese 
characters (more complex, meaning-imbued stimuli) instead of numbers. 
Participants were asked to respond to whether the character corresponded with a 
type of furniture. The surprise question probed the direct identity of the 
character. Results were similar to Experiment 1, with only 50% of participants 
answering the surprise question correctly. This seems to imply that attribute 
amnesia is not reduced even when stimuli are more generally meaningful.  
 Experiment 3 tested if the results would replicate in a more real-world 
context. Participants were given 32 cards and asked to sort the cards by parity as 
quickly as possible. Upon completion of the task, participants were asked to 
report the color and identity of the last card (forced choice). The results showed 
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that attribute amnesia can still occur in more realistic settings, with correct 
responses a mere 35% for identity and 40% for color.  
 Wang et al. (2021) claim that because their task had such a low cognitive 
load, it is likely that all attributes of the stimuli were not only attended, but also 
consciously perceived (using Kouider & Dehaene (2007) criteria for access 
consciousness: sufficient strength of input stimulus and sufficient top-down 
attention; i.e., in other words, their argument is that it is unreasonable to assume 
that participants did not consciously perceive such noticeable information). They 
claim, because of this argument, that their findings are evidence that perceptual 
consciousness overflows report—participants failed to accurately report 
information they obviously perceived, so therefore the capacity of perception 
must be greater than the capacity of access. Further, they argue that a unique 
strength of their study is that it involved stimuli that were fully attended, unlike 
other studies on perceptual overflow which predominantly investigate stimuli 
outside of attention.  
 Finally, Solovey et al. (2015) investigated a phenomenon known as 
subjective inflation–an overestimation of the reliability of perceived detail. 
Specifically, they hypothesized that, under a lack of attention, participants may 
employ a more “liberal detection criterion” for peripheral stimuli compared to 
central stimuli. Stimuli were sometimes images containing variably oriented 
gratings embedded in noise, and other times just images of noise. Participants 
were tasked with reporting the presence or absence of gratings at cued (arrow) 
locations (peripheral or central). Participants reported subjectively perceiving the 
targets more often at peripheral locations, even when the targets were not 
actually present. However, the difference in overall detection sensitivity between 
the two locations was not significantly different. Despite this, Solovey et al. 
(2015) interpret these results as confirming their hypothesis that more liberal 
detection criteria are applied to peripheral content. 
 A second experiment sought to assess the impact of manipulating the size 
of peripheral content. Will the subjective impression of peripheral and central 
stimuli be more alike if peripheral stimuli are enlarged to compensate for the fact 
that they are not centrally located? Solovey et al. (2015) argued that such an effect 
would imply that subjective inflation may in part be due to the number of 
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neurons recruited for peripheral vs. central processing. Because enlarging 
peripheral stimuli would recruit more neurons to process the stimuli, it may 
mimic central processing on a neuronal level. Results confirmed researchers’ 
hypothesis, showing that the detection bias disappeared.  
 A third and final experiment examined the possibility that inflation is a 
cognitive strategy by providing trial-by-trial feedback. If feedback enhances 
performance, Wang et al. (2015) claim it could be reasoned that subjective 
inflation is a strategy that can be learned from experience. Results showed that 
the addition of feedback did not significantly affect either sensitivity or bias 
compared to no-feedback. Solovey et al. (2015) take this result in support of their 
hypothesis that subjective inflation is not a cognitive strategy, but rather 
perceptual in nature.  
 
 

Discussion  

Sensory memory: benefits & challenges  

Studies that claim to find evidence for a large capacity sensory memory 
system offer a captivating explanation of perceptual richness because they put a 
satisfying end to the rich vs. sparse debate. In other words, high-capacity sensory 
memory does not leave one asking: well, then, why does it seem as if the sun 
revolves around the earth? If the results are to be believed, high-capacity sensory 
memory ends the discussion with perception simply being rich, full stop. Things 
are as they seem. We indeed perceive (via sensory memory) more than we can 
report (via working memory), and thus our intuition is accurate. Perception 
overflows access.  

However, research on high-capacity sensory memory is still far from 
reaching such a firm conclusion. There is still disagreement in the field as to 
whether iconic memory (a component of sensory memory) involves primarily 
conscious or unconscious processing. If items in iconic memory are processed 
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unconsciously, then the compilation of results supporting a high-capacity 
sensory memory system cannot be considered proof of rich conscious perception. 
One curious result included in this review is from Vandenbroucke et al. (2014b). 
To reiterate, this study found that metacognition–a process associated with 
explicit, conscious processing–was lower for iconic memory than fragile 
memory, and not significantly different between fragile and working memory. 
The authors then go on to discuss sensory memory (iconic + fragile memory) as 
involving the same explicit, conscious processing as does working memory, 
evidenced by similar metacognition. However, they never clearly justify the 
jump from iconic memory having lower metacognition to (iconic memory + 
fragile memory) having metacognition roughly equal to that of working 
memory. Because of iconic memory’s lower metacognition, the authors 
themselves even hesitantly admit: “Possibly, the mechanisms underlying iconic 
memory are partly implicit” (Vandenbroucke et al., 2014b). 

  
 

Access & report  

The question of whether iconic memory is primarily an implicit, 
unconscious process highlights an important conceptual issue relating back to 
the original phenomenal/access distinction. In the study involving fMRI imaging 
and perception of the Kanizsa illusion, Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) used an 
unusual interpretation of inattentional blindness (IAB). Traditionally, IAB is 
associated with a lack of awareness—if a participant is inattentionally blind to 
something, then they are unaware of it. However, Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) 
take the stance that participants are not unaware of stimuli subject to IAB, they 
merely haven’t accessed it. This is conceptually consistent with iconic memory’s 
explanation for CB–participants are not actually blind to the change, rather the 
window of access has been missed by testing late-stage, lower-capacity memory 
(working memory). Vandenbroucke et al. (2014a) cite their finding of no 
significant difference in brain activity between instances of IAB and no IAB as 
evidence for awareness of stimuli during IAB—if activity did not differ, and 
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brain activity is responsible for awareness, then how could level of awareness 
differ? However, the study failed to include imaging of frontal areas (especially 
dorsolateral and inferior prefrontal cortex), which have been strongly associated 
with conscious access, and in some cases with conscious perception, even in “no-
report” situations (Del Cul et al., 2009; Whyte et al., 2022; Kapoor et al., 2019). 
The failure to include such a highly relevant and implicated brain region 
severely limits Vandenbroucke et al.’s (2014a) claim, as a difference may have 
been found if this crucial brain region were imaged. However, even if they did 
include analyses of frontal areas and their data did indeed show differences in 
prefrontal cortex for stimuli in IAB vs. non-IAB conditions, the authors would 
have likely still interpreted such differences as being associated with access and 
report, which they argue is possible in non-IAB but not IAB conditions. 

  It is important to note that sensory memory paradigms rely on 
report, and thus involve access. Since Ned Block outlined the 
access/phenomenal distinction in 1995, consciousness research has gradually 
moved toward mitigating the confounding impacts of report (Tsuchiya et al., 
2015). Because report is a process that inherently relies on access (recall that 
access is defined as the availability of information via cognitive systems for use 
in processes such as report), researchers have sought ways to isolate pure, 
phenomenal experience, untainted by the neural activity associated with access. 
This has led to a rise in popularity of no-report paradigms that do not probe 
awareness on a trial-by-trial basis, so that the effects of report do not taint time-
sensitive neural activity and behavioral effects (Pitts et al., 2014; Cohen et al., 
2020b). If items in sensory memory are indeed consciously experienced, and the 
results of studies such as that led by Sligte et al. (2010) are to be taken as evidence 
for perceptual richness, then the attempts of no-report paradigms have been in 
vain, because access itself is not the problem, only when access occurs. Block’s 
distinction (1995) was inspired by concerning results of studies such as those 
using the Sperling (1960) paradigm: why is performance inconsistent with what 
people claim to experience? Is science missing something? High-capacity sensory 
memory, however, explains the results of the original studies that were so 
concerning to Block: researchers simply failed to probe the correct stage of 
memory. The sensory memory paradigm prompts us to consider if access is the 
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real problem, or simply when information is accessed. Block (2011) argues for the 
latter, saying that the issue in the original Sperling (1960) paradigm arose not 
because the phenomenal contents were entirely inaccessible, but merely because 
they were unaccessed. The sensory memory paradigm resolves Block’s concerns 
by enabling participants to access what was formerly unaccessed.  

Despite this, access is often discussed in the field as a problem to work 
around. That is, access is an issue not because things are either inaccessible or 
unaccessed, but because access itself is a confounding factor. No matter when 
things are accessed, access may still pose an issue. This is the interpretation of 
access that has inspired the development of no-report paradigms. Additionally, 
access is understood to involve different brain processes than those involved in 
pure experience itself (Cohen et al., 2020b). In this sense, the issue of access 
ultimately still remains. Are there still contents of experience that are unaccessed 
in the sensory memory paradigm? Do we experience things that we cannot 
access in any circumstances, even through introspection (ironically, a form of 
access, through which we have discovered the issue of access)? Are no-report 
paradigms created in vain if high-capacity sensory memory resolves Block’s 
concerns? Is there merit to isolating brain activity associated with experience vs. 
report & access?  

 

Relevance of results to popular theories of 
consciousness   

The studies included in this review were considered in the context of 
popular scientific theories of consciousness. Out of this consideration, Attention 
Schema Theory (AST), predictive processing, and the sensorimotor theory of 
perception emerged as being especially relevant. These theories can offer a 
compelling explanation of results by accounting for why perception seems rich, 
even in instances when objective measures suggest a much sparser perception. 
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Attention Schema Theory  

The relevance of AST to the results discussed in this review regards how a 
discrepancy between subjective report and behavioral performance may occur. 
Research predominantly asks why people don’t perform in accordance with their 
reports (why does behavior exhibit sparseness) instead of: why do people report 
something so different than what their behavior exhibits? The former places 
more trust in the behavior, while the latter places more trust in the subjective 
experience. Pursuing the former will lead to more attempts to create paradigms 
that capture behaviorally what participants claim to experience. Pursuing the 
latter accepts both the existing behavioral evidence for sparse perception and the 
subjective evidence for perception feeling rich, focusing efforts on understanding 
what might cause such a difference. 

Without taking a clear side on the issue, AST explains how a discrepancy 
like this—between behavior and report—could happen. Recall that the attention 
schema is what causes the “sense,” so to speak, that we are conscious. Just like 
the body schema provides information about the arm, the attention schema 
provides information about attention. However, the arm schema is not the arm 
(remember the example of the phantom limb?). Neither is the attention schema 
attention. The schema is a loose, rough model. This allows for efficiency, but it also 
means that some detail gets left out. The information provided by the attention 
schema is, according to Graziano (2020), precisely what allows us to say that we 
are conscious, to talk about consciousness, and to experience consciousness via 
our ability to “know” that we are conscious. Similarly, the information provided 
by the body schema allows us to move the arm, hand, and fingers intentionally 
and with finesse. However, the looseness of the attention schema can result in 
some missed detail—this is what allows for a discrepancy between what is 
shown by behavior and what is experienced by the behaver. I can describe 
throwing a ball, but I do not do so in terms of exact weight, force, etc. Similarly, I 
can tell you about how I perceive a scene, but I may not be able to do so in terms 
of every precise detail.  

Additionally, the idea of the attention schema is similar to Heinrich & 
Bach’s (2010) visuo-cognitive hypothesis (see Results: Miscellaneous). 
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Participants rated smaller images as more detailed than their larger counterparts, 
and Heinrich & Bach (2010) hypothesized that this was due to a schema of the 
visual system that predicted the amount of detail in an image based on both 
information from the image and information from the schema about the visual 
system itself. For the purposes of current research on perceptual richness, which 
mainly examines visual perception, the attention schema and the visual schema 
described by Heinrich & Bach (2010) have considerable overlap. Could it be that 
our intuitive sense of a rich world is based on predictions made by an efficient & 
functional yet imperfect schema?  

 

Predictive processing & controlled hallucinations  

Models as reality  

The major themes identified in the results also showed particular 
relevance to predictive processing, along with Anil Seth’s idea of conscious 
perception as a “controlled hallucination” (2021). It is important to note that Seth 
points out a key difference between predictive processing and controlled 
hallucinations, specifically that predictive processing is a theory describing the 
mechanisms of the brain, whereas the idea that reality is a controlled 
hallucination builds off of predictive processing and seeks to explain 
phenomenal experience in ways predictive processing alone fails to (Seth, 2021). 
The term “controlled hallucination” refers to how, according to Seth’s theory 
(2021), we do not perceive physical reality directly. Rather, what we perceive is a 
prediction about what the system detects in physical reality. In that sense, what 
we see can be considered a sort of hallucination. However, the hallucination is 
“controlled” by the error minimization process, which will be discussed in more 
detail below. Going forward, “predictive processing” as a term will refer to an 
idea of consciousness that includes not only the original tenets of predictive 
processing, but also Seth’s additional insights into phenomenal experience as a 
controlled hallucination. 
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The idea that our perception is not a direct perception of physical reality 
overlaps conceptually with AST. AST posits that we are able to believe we are 
conscious thanks to a schematic model of attention. AST also posits the existence 
of visual models, similar in kind to the attention schema (Graziano, 2020). Both 
theories hypothesize that reality is perceived indirectly through models.  

 

The predictive process  

Predictive processing hypothesizes that the brain acts like a prediction 
machine, constantly making top-down predictions about environmental content 
and refining these predictions based on bottom-up sensory input. This process is 
referred to as error minimization and can be understood as a form of Bayesian 
probability. Bayesian probability is a form of probability that directly accounts 
for knowledge of factors relevant to the predicted event, in addition to how 
reliable this knowledge is. This is contrasted with other conceptions and 
calculations of probability that emphasize the mere frequency of events or the 
inherent nature of certain things/systems to behave in particular ways. The 
practice of updating relevant information weighted for reliability is how, 
according to predictive processing, the brain makes predictions about the 
environment.  

For example, imagine you are trying to make a prediction about what to 
wear—will the weather today be warmer or colder? You look out your window, 
and you see the sun shining. You know that sunshine in your geographic region 
is associated with warmer weather, so you predict that the weather might be 
warmer. In Bayesian statistics, this kind of information based on past experience 
is known as a prior. In this scenario, you also have a birdfeeder outside your 
bedroom window. Over time, you’ve noticed a trend regarding the kinds of birds 
that visit your birdfeeder: on warm mornings, more red birds come, whereas on 
colder mornings, more brown birds come. Soon after waking up, you notice 
some brown birds fly over and perch on your birdfeeder. Because you have past 
reason to reliably associate brown birds with colder weather, the introduction of 
this additional prior to the calculation will decrease the probability that the 
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morning is warm. Finally, you walk downstairs and step outside. You feel that, 
although the sun is out, the day is quite brisk. This information is again factored 
into the calculation. Because of its immediacy in answering the question, it is 
considered the most reliable of all the factors, and the prediction updates to “cold 
outside.”  

However, to really familiarize ourselves with the nuance of Bayesian 
probability, especially in regards to reliability, let us consider one last variable. 
Suppose when you stepped outside, your skin and hair were wet—you had just 
taken a shower, and you did not bother to dry off before stepping out. Because 
you know that being wet can cause you to experience air temperature differently 
(prior), this would reduce the reliability of the information you gained from 
stepping outside and feeling the air temperature on your skin. So, although the 
prediction overall may still be that the morning is cold, the probability may not 
be quite as high as if you were to step outside with dry skin and hair. This 
process sounds incredibly familiar to the visuo-cognitive hypothesis proposed by 
Heinrich & Bach (2010) that was discussed above in relation to AST. The visual 
schema weighted the reliability of the larger and smaller image differently based 
on knowledge about the visual system and past experience with similar sensory 
information. This caused the predicted (experienced) amount of detailedness to 
differ significantly between the two images.  

Seth’s idea of consciousness as a controlled hallucination emphasizes that 
what we experience is the prediction (2021). We do not experience predictions 
about what we see. Rather, what we see is the prediction itself! When less detail is 
predicted, we experience less detail. When more detail is predicted, we 
experience more detail.  

 
 

Inattentional blindness: a case of bad predictions  

Seth (2021) uses the example of an animal approaching. Despite the 
moving object appearing dark and furry, it is probably unlikely to be a gorilla, 
because, let’s say, in the hypothetical region that you find yourself in, you have 
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not had many interactions with gorillas. This means there is no good reason for 
“gorilla” as a prior to be factored into the prediction, so the end prediction is 
unlikely to be “gorilla.” In the process of concluding that it is not a gorilla, the 
brain uses attention to test updated predictions and new incoming sensory 
information against each other as the creature approaches. For example, maybe 
there really is a gorilla approaching! As the creature approaches, more clearly 
visible sensory input is detected. When the brain tests the prediction “not 
gorilla” against this new sensory information, an error signal is triggered, and 
the prediction may update to “gorilla.”  

Seth (2021) argues that the involvement of attention in this process is what 
is responsible for inattentional blindness (IAB). Once again using gorillas as an 
example, Seth references the classic study by Simons & Chabris (1999) (the same 
study discussed in our results section). According to Seth, participants failed to 
notice the gorilla because their attention was engaged in the task of counting the 
ball passes. While this is the typical explanation given by researchers, Seth (2021) 
explains why the diversion of attention results in IAB, not merely that it does. 
Participants missed the gorilla because attention was diverted, and attention is 
needed for an effective error minimization process. Participants did not predict a 
gorilla, so neither did they see one. As soon as researchers told participants about 
the existence of a gorilla in the video, “gorilla” became a prior, and attention 
acted to search for and more heavily-weight related sensory information, causing 
an update to the prediction which enabled subjects to consciously perceive the 
gorilla.  

The example of the gorilla serves to show how, according to Seth’s (2021) 
theory, we cannot see that which we do not predict. Rather, what we see is that 
which we predict. Predictive processing can help explain why we have an 
intuitive sense of peripheral detail–it is because we predict it will be there based 
on out past experience (prior) of detail when we go to look for it.  
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Sensorimotor theory of perception   

Perception is an active, exploratory process 

Actively looking for and encountering detail is hypothesized by some to 
be an important part of perception (Noë, 2004; O’Regan, 2011; Seth, 2021). Seth 
(2021) argues that actively engaging the environment is an important way of 
encountering new sensory information that can aid the error minimization 
process. This frames perceptual consciousness as an active process. Instead of 
being passive, where some type of final image is presented to consciousness, 
what is perceived relies on constant interaction with the environment. This 
constant interaction provides access to new sensory information, including ways 
of testing and determining the reliability of certain sensory information, which 
helps the ever-ongoing process of making better predictions.   

The sensorimotor theory of perception is another theory that emphasizes 
active engagement with the environment. Similar to predictive processing, the 
sensorimotor  theory of perception explains why perception seems rich. It does so 
while also accounting for instances of change and inattentional blindness. J. 
Kevin O’Regan (2011, p.23) provides a thought experiment (“the hand-in-the-bag 
game”) that helps show how the sensorimotor theory can account for poor 
performance in experiments involving brief visual presentations (such as change 
and inattentional blindness paradigms). O’Regan asks us to imagine that 
someone has put an object–let’s say a banana, for our example–into a bag. You 
are then asked to put your hand in the bag, and to guess the identity of the 
object. However, the catch is that you cannot move your hand around inside the 
bag, feeling the object in different ways. You must make your guess based only 
on the initial point of contact. O’Regan highlights how this seemingly small 
restriction can immensely impact the difficulty of the task. If you were able to 
freely explore the item, it would not be long at all until you figured out that it 
was a banana. However, only given one vantage point, who knows when the 
guessing will end! 
 O’Regan argues that vision works much like touch in this way. In order to 
piece a scene together–to form concrete, identifiable objects out of various 
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combinations of sizes, orientations, and colors–we must explore the scene visually 
(with eye and head movements, for example), actively enacting what we see, 
similar to how we have to explore the object in the bag in order to perceive it as 
something identifiable. The reason why phenomena such as CB occur, according 
to O’Regan, is in large part because participants in CB studies are not afforded 
the opportunity to explore the scenes they are so briefly presented with.  
 Sensorimotor theory and predictive processing are highly compatible as 
theories of perceptual consciousness. According to Seth’s (2021) interpretation of 
predictive processing, if we are conscious of predictions, then we are necessarily 
only conscious of what we are actively engaging in the error minimization 
process. According to sensorimotor perception, we only perceive that which we 
are actively manipulating (exploring). In this way, the two theories can be 
combined: we are conscious of predictions, and these predictions are formed via 
a process of exploring the environment as described by sensorimotor theory. 
Additionally, our experience of exploring the environment results in the 
formation of sensorimotor contingencies (Noë, 2004). Sensorimotor contingencies 
can be understood as knowledge of how motion impacts sensory experience (for 
example, if I walk closer to this building, it will appear taller). Such information 
based on past experience is crucial to the error minimization process, as it 
contributes to calculations of the reliability of priors and sensory information. In 
this way, sensorimotor contingencies can be seen as priors.  
 But there remains the question: why, if I can only “see” what I am actively 
manipulating, does it feel as if I am perceiving my surroundings in rich detail? 
Not only the unattended periphery, but how can I also feel a sense of awareness 
of the space behind me, above me, and beneath me? For example, as I write this, I 
am sitting at a table next to a window. Outside of the window, far outside the 
scope of even my periphery, is a grove of trees. I know this because I sit here 
quite often.  How am I able to experience the perceptual presence of these trees, 
despite not “actively manipulating” them?  

Philosopher Alva Noë refers to the visual potential of a space, object, etc. 
He defines visual potential as “...the way its [object’s, space’s] aspect changes as a 
result of movement…” (2004, p.77). Visual potential can be interpreted as a sort 
of prediction about an object or space, like that discussed by predictive 
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processing. From sitting here before, I know that there are trees off my left 
shoulder, so when I turn my attention (not necessarily my head or eyes) to that 
region, I engage it in active manipulation and a prediction is made based on my 
past experiences of seeing trees there. This is also considered a sensorimotor 
contingency. For example, clearly seeing (the sensory component) the trees 
outside in full detail is contingent on my moving my head and eyes (the motor 
component). O’Regan sums this up by saying: “Because the information is 
available on demand, I have the impression of seeing everything” (2011, p.28). 
This provides an explanation of why perception seems rich despite an inability to 
report detail. I may not be able to tell you how many branches are on the tree, 
but I feel as if I could, because all I’d have to do is look!  

 

Contingencies & predictions in the laboratory  

 The idea of perception as an active process that provides us with a 
prediction of richness (despite not yet having the ability to report the specific 
details of that richness) can explain a significant portion of the results of papers 
included in this review. However, this idea is not without its challenges, which 
will also be discussed.  
 

Predicting color & pattern  

Sensorimotor predictions can explain filling-in and the uniformity 
illusion. An iconic example of this is the study led by Cohen et al. (2020a), where 
participants perceived color in VR environments despite a large part of the 
periphery being fully desaturated. Participants began the experiment exploring 
their environments over a period of up to 7 seconds before the periphery was 
desaturated. This allowed them to gain sensorimotor experience such that 
exploratory eye and head movements resulted in color. Additionally, this 
experience mirrors the daily experience all participants have—exploring the real 
world full of color. By the time the periphery was desaturated, participants 
already had all the information needed to make predictions about peripheral 
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content. Because peripheral color was predicted, peripheral color was 
experienced. The VR environments held up their end of the contingency as 
well—wherever a participant looked, they saw color in the center of their visual 
field. Throughout the experiment, there was no reason to ever doubt the 
contingency. Thus, in Cohen et al.’s (2020a) experiment, the fact that many 
subjects did not notice the removal of large swaths of peripheral color is not 
really evidence that they didn’t experience color in the periphery in the first 
place (due to perception being sparse), but instead it may be evidence for a 
failure to update perceptual priors of a richly colored world (which is what we 
consciously experience). In other words, subjects in this study may have 
consciously experienced a richly colored complete visual world that did not 
match the reality once Cohen et al. (2020a) physically removed the color from the 
periphery.  

Predictions about peripheral content can partially explain the results of 
Balas & Sinha (2007), where participants perceived images in full color even 
when parts of the images were desaturated. This was true of both types of 
desaturated images—when the center was in color and periphery black-and-
white, and when the center was black-and-white and the periphery color. For 
color-center images, the same reasoning can be applied as applied above to 
Cohen et al. (2020a). Because we have so much experience of encountering color 
when we investigate the periphery, it makes sense that participants perceived the 
grayscale periphery of center color images as colored. However, how can 
sensorimotor predictions explain why participants also perceived grayscale 
center images in full color? It could be that because color is such a reliable prior 
(meaning, we have so little evidence to doubt its presence when detected), it 
trumps the reliability of what is perceived at direct fixation. For example, 
consider a situation in which these participants were presented with full 
grayscale images. It would be highly unlikely for any to perceive those in full 
color. It seems as if even a relatively small amount of color detected in the 
periphery is, in many cases, strong enough to impact perception at fixation. After 
all, most of us with healthy vision do not have much experience with a black-
and-white world.  
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This reasoning can be applied to visual elements other than color. 
Consider the patterns used in the studies that examined the uniformity illusion 
(Suárez-Panilla et al., 2018; Otten et al., 2017). In these cases, fixation was the 
more reliable prior, and the central patterns resulted in predictions that the 
periphery would match. This is consistent with the findings of Solovey et al. 
(2015), where participants employed a more liberal detection criterion in the 
periphery than in the center of the visual field. This is evidence that the brain is 
aware of peripheral shortcomings, and, like Heinrich & Bach’s (2010) visuo-
cognitive hypothesis, takes this into account during the error minimization 
process. The brain “knows” that sensory detection is weaker at the periphery, so 
peripheral content is a less reliable prior than central content. This could be why 
central content determines how peripheral content appears in situations such as 
the uniformity illusion.  

Finally, back to where it all began, consider the Sperling (1960) paradigm. 
Participants felt that they saw all the letters, despite not being able to report their 
detail. This situation is a perfect embodiment of O’Regan’s (2011) statement: 
“Because the information is available on demand, I have the impression of seeing 
everything” (p.28). Participants saw letters at fixation and used this information 
to predict that letters would also be in the periphery. Because they predicted 
letters, they saw the letters. If what we see is a prediction and not reality directly, 
this could explain how we are able to see detail that isn’t “there” (we can’t 
report, in the case of Sperling [1960], or in reality isn’t there, like the color in 
Cohen et al., [2020a]). 

 
 

The world as outside memory  

Briefly introduced when discussing the results of O’Regan et al. (1999) is 
the idea of the world as outside memory. O’Regan discusses this idea in more depth 
in his 2011 book, using the example of imagining his grandmother’s face:  
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“The mental image does not light up simultaneously as when you 
switch on your television….The details of her face are not all 
‘painted in’ simultaneously to some kind of inner picture that 
contains these details. The details remain implicit until I ask myself 
about each particular item: Is she wearing her gold or her silver 
earrings? Is she wearing her glasses? The more I consider her face, 
the more parts of it I can detail….Finally when I’m in a state of 
mind in which I know all these details are immediately mentally 
available to myself, I can say I am having a mental image of my 
grandmother.” (30) 

 
Rather than an entire scene in full detail appearing to the perceiver, the 

perceiver is required to actively piece together the details of the scene. This is 
why some details can be missed–a scene was presented too briefly for the 
perceiver to actively probe and construct that element of the scene. Why that 
same perceiver feels a sense of richness in day-to-day life, however, is because 
they know that detail is readily available to them if they look for it in the outside 
world. 

Is this reasoning compatible with evidence for preserved representations 
in CB, described in Mitroff et al. (2004) and Simons et al. (2002)? An important 
detail to consider from Simons et al. (2002) is that, unlike other CB studies 
(including those papers discussed in the sensory memory section), participants 
were exposed to the key stimulus (the ball held by the woman) for an extended 
period of time. If this allowed them to represent details from the scene, different 
mechanisms may have been at play than in instances of brief presentation. 
Interestingly, a fair number of participants were able to answer questions about 
the ball, however recall that in most instances participants were only able to 
report details when asked specific, prompting questions by researchers. The 
ability to answer questions about the ball in the absence of the ball would not 
necessarily challenge the idea of world as outside memory, as both cases could 
be true: the ability to form and preserve detailed representations of some things, 
while offloading information about other things to the external hard drive of the 
environment. It is possible that those participants who failed to report details 
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about the ball offloaded that information, while those who did report details 
represented them.  

The results of Varakin & Levin (2010) pose an interesting challenge to the 
idea of outside memory. Varakin & Levin (2010) found that, under analogous 
circumstances, participants exhibited CB to some stimuli yet were able to recall 
other stimuli from long-term memory. This led Varakin & Levin (2010) to 
conclude that sufficiently detailed representations of stimuli in CB experiments 
are formed, otherwise how could they be encoded in long-term memory? They 
argue that because CB still occurred, change detection tasks might not best 
capture the nature and function of these representations, and CB may lead 
researchers to form false conclusions that the representations formed during CB 
are sparse. Is it possible for both explanations of CB—Varakin & Levin’s 
(formation of a rich representation that is for some reason not recalled) and 
O’Regan’s (the world as outside memory)—to be true? Can something be 
represented both internally and externally? Could both be true, just in different 
circumstances? 
 

Representation & the Cartesian theater   

 The proposed existence of internal, mental representations often runs up 
against a conceptual wall. Considering the folk idea of the conscience as an 
example, we often think about consciousness as some sort of abstraction of our 
mental life. A sort of inner eye that oversees our thoughts, feelings, and 
experiences (see Graziano [2020] for a compelling explanation of how the 
attention schema could give rise to this intuitive conclusion). The idea of things 
being represented “in” the mind has is linked to such a belief in an inner eye. For 
example, consider the discussion of the quality of representations involved in 
CB: who or what is this scene represented for?  
 This question was taken up by philosopher Daniel Dennett (1991) in his 
discussion of the Cartesian theater of consciousness. The Cartesian theater can be 
thought of as a sort of stage, or screen, in which certain thoughts, sights, sounds, 
etc. appear “in” consciousness. This conceptualizes consciousness as a container: 
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that which is inside is conscious, that which is outside is unconscious. This 
passive idea of consciousness as something that is presented for is in stark 
contrast to sensorimotor theories that conceptualize consciousness as an active 
process that is constructed by. Mechanistically, the idea of consciousness as 
something constructed by is easier to parse than something that is constructed 
for, because the former does not have to explain: for who/what, precisely? This 
makes the world as outside memory an attractive idea, because instead of 
solving the problem of representations and the Cartesian theater, it overwrites it 
entirely. Would it be beneficial to disregard the concept of internal 
representation altogether? Representations have long been a heavily researched 
topic in cognitive science, and their dismissal would not come easily. 
Sensorimotor theories that propose the existence of external representations 
should be considered in future research and conversations regarding mental 
representations, in hopes that eventually the “for who?” problem of the container 
will be solved, by a more comprehensive understanding of representations 
or/and overwhelming evidence for external rather than internal representation 
(as is the case if the world is outside memory).  

Concluding remarks  

Ecological validity 

Two papers (Melcher 2006 & Melcher 2010) included in the results stood 
out among the rest by studying not brief, momentary awareness, but rather the 
accumulation of detail in memory over time. For this reason, the results of these 
two papers cannot be directly compared to the results of the other papers 
included in this review, as they examine quite different phenomena. However, 
Melcher’s (2006 & 2010) design highlights an aspect of real-world awareness that 
other paradigms failed to address.  
 More often than not, we find ourselves in stable and familiar 
environments: our bedrooms, offices, cars, etc. We spend prolonged periods of 
time in these places and return to them frequently. This allows us to, in Melcher’s 
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words, “accumulate” information about these scenes. As I type this at my desk, I 
can see my bedroom door in my peripheral vision. I know there is artwork hung 
on my door, despite not being able to actually see it. Still, it phenomenally feels 
as if it were there—I can sense its perceptual presence. Additionally, I could, if 
asked, report the content and placement of most of the artwork. It makes sense 
that someone in a situation such as mine would report having an intuitively rich 
experience of their environment, even though they are also aware that they 
cannot, without turning their head, actually see the very content that contributes 
to their experience of richness. This type of awareness is similar to the example of 
the grove of trees discussed on page 68.  

Are we looking in the wrong places by studying awareness of brief 
presentations of stimuli? What real-world situations do these paradigms seek to 
emulate? While we most often find ourselves in familiar environments, this is not 
always the case. Imagine driving 60mph in a car, down a road you have never 
traveled before. Trees, signs, and other vehicles whir past. Maybe there are some 
clouds, or some mountains, further away from the road that you can focus on for 
a sustained period of time, but the majority of stimuli in this situation are 
incredibly fleeting. Considering this example, it makes sense that change and 
inattentional blindness have been studied in some applied research settings due 
to their relevance for car accidents and road safety. Similarly, can you think back 
to the day you moved into your current residence? Can you remember what it 
was like to experience your now familiar surroundings before they were so 
deeply encoded in your memory? The study of brief visual presentations may 
help us understand these kinds of quickly changing or uniquely novel situations; 
however research on perceptual richness/sparseness must also make room for 
the effects of long-term memory and accumulation on phenomenal experience. 

Additionally, according to a predictive processing framework, even 
situations like a car ride or a new house rely on accumulation in the form of 
priors. For example, maybe it is your first time in a specific house, but it is not 
your first time ever stepping foot into a house. Likewise, maybe you have never 
driven down this particular road, but you have certainly driven down others. 
These past experiences develop priors that assist your perception in these novel 
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situations. The development of such priors is another good reason to examine the 
effects of detail accumulation and memory on subjective richness.  

 

 

 Intuition, introspection, & language  

As we have seen, the way we think and talk about perception and 
consciousness can impact what is researched and how that research is 
approached. This is evident in how Block’s (1995) access-phenomenal distinction 
has shaped the field since its introduction. Yet on an even more fundamental 
level, the topic of perceptual richness rests on the idea that we all intuitively feel 
that perception is rich. Why is this an assumption, and why should it be 
questioned? 

It is generally accepted that most of us feel as if the world is rich with 
detail. There is a great deal of truth to this. However, it is also true that most 
humans with healthy vision, if asked, would admit that their vision is not as 
detailed in the periphery as it is at fixation. Maybe not all of us realize exactly 
how poor peripheral vision is (for example, consider the exercise below, which 
certainly surprised me the first time I tried it), but we aren’t entirely naïve to the 
limitations of our visual systems. 
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Figure 15: The limits of peripheral vision  
Find a friend and try the two exercises pictured above. For exercise (A), predict 
where you think the playing card will be when you can identify it. Then, have 
your friend move the card closer in-front of your face. Note the difference 
between your prediction and where the card is actually. For exercise (B), have 
your friend find a brightly colored object, but do not let them reveal the color to 
you. Have your friend move the object around in your periphery, stopping as 
soon as they get close enough that you see motion. Once you can see motion, 
your friend should stop moving the object. Can you guess what color it is? 
Reproduced from Cohen et al., 2016.  

How might consciousness research change if the field as a whole placed 
more weight on the accuracy of our introspections? Certainly, intuition can lead 
us astray. Think of how surprised participants must have been to realize they 
missed the gorilla (Simons & Chabris, 1999) or that all but a small portion of their 
visual field had grown black-and-white (Cohen et al., 2020a). However, also note 
how simply asking participants a more complex set of questions resulted in 
wildly different results (Bronfman et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2016), revealing that 
we may know more about our own visual perception than is often claimed by 
research. 

Future research could benefit from asking participants more complex 
questions. By obtaining a more thorough understanding of the subjective 
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experiences occurring during perceptual experiments, researchers will be able to 
study the correlations between subjective experience and objective behavior 
more specifically.   

 

Future directions  

What should be done next based on the theories and experiments 
discussed so far? Outlined below is a series of open questions that, if answered, 
could result in considerable progress in the rich vs. sparse debate. 

 

Sensory memory: conscious or unconscious processing?  

The first question regards the nature of the contents of sensory memory—
namely, are they consciously perceived? Or are they only subject to unconscious 
processing? The approach taken by Vandenbroucke et al. (2012) is quite clever, 
using a stimulus believed to depend on conscious perception (the Kanizsa 
illusion). However, whether the Kanizsa illusion depends on consciousness is not 
unanimously agreed upon. There is research that shows unconscious processing 
of the Kanizsa illusion (Persuh et al., 2016). Despite this, most research agrees 
with the stance taken by Vandenbroucke et al. (2012), with many studies also 
relying on the assumption that the Kanisza illusion involves explicit, conscious 
processing. 

One way to assess whether the contents of sensory memory are 
consciously perceived is to determine whether attention is required for sensory 
memory. A study by Mack et al. (2016) claims that attention is indeed required. 
Participants in this study had to perform a dual task, and Mack et al. (2016) 
found that iconic memory benefits disappeared when the dual task diverted 
attention away from the critical stimuli. If iconic memory has a bandwidth as 
large as Sligte et al. (2010) claim, and if attention is not required for 
representation in iconic memory, then why didn’t participants in Mack et al. 
(2016) exhibit sensory memory benefits? One argument may be that the cue in 
Mack et al. (2016) came a bit later (250ms) than in Sligte et al. (2010) (10ms for 
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iconic; 1000ms for fragile short-term). However, participants in Mack et al. (2016) 
did not even show the benefits that participants in Sligte et al. (2010) showed in 
the 1000ms cue condition (longer than 250ms).  

It could be argued that participants perceived all the stimuli in Mack et al. 
(2016), however they weren’t able to access it. But this implies that sensory 
memory benefits are benefits to access and falls into the access or no-access trap 
discussed on pages 57-58.  

The results of Mack et al. (2016) seem to support Ward et al.’s (2016) 
interpretation of Sergent et al. (2013)—that the performance benefits found in 
Sligte et al. (2010) are due to cueing attention, not awareness, implying that items 
in sensory memory are not consciously perceived but undergo implicit 
processing. Because sensory memory would offer such a clear and concise 
explanation of subjective richness, strong evidence on one side (conscious or 
unconscious) would considerably advance the debate.  

 

Filling-in the predictions?  

Another productive question to address concerns the relationship between 
filling-in (as exhibited in studies examining the uniformity illusion [Otten et al., 
2017; Suárez-Panilla et al., 2018] and color spreading [Balas & Sinha, 2007]) and 
the predictive process. What overlap is there between filling-in and the 
predictive process? Levinson & Baillet (2022) highlight some important 
distinctions. Because filling-in has offered a widely accepted explanation for 
phenomena such as the uniformity illusion, it should be seriously considered as a 
hypothesis before handing the wheel over to predictive processing.  

Levinson & Baillet (2022) discuss the possibility of both filling-in and 
priors to explain the uniformity illusion. They note that the two explanations are 
not necessarily compatible, questioning the reliability of central stimuli as a 
prior. For example, they discuss how real-world environments are not uniform. 
If our priors are based on accumulated real-world experiences, why would they 
result in predictions of uniformity in experimental settings, when such 
uniformity is not experienced in the real world? This is an insightful criticism. 
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The entire scene of the room I am in right now is not uniform with what I am 
currently fixating on (my computer). However, an image is not an immersive, 
panoramic environment. It is often the case that patches of motifs/patterns are 
uniform in ways the real-world is not. The same is true for text on a page 
(Sperling, 1960). When discussing stimuli such as this, central stimuli may 
indeed be a reliable prior. In real-world settings, details in the center of the visual 
field may act as a prior by predicting that the periphery also probably contains 
richly detailed content. Specific details themselves are not predicted.  

To compare filling-in and predictive processing, future research should 
carefully manipulate stimuli such that the strength of different priors (such as 
contrast, uniformity, central or peripheral location, frequency, color, etc.) can be 
analyzed. How do these priors influence perception of different stimuli? Can this 
perception be primed by experience with visual surfaces such as text? Can 
uniformity and filling-in occur in instances where it does not make sense to 
consider dominant stimuli a prior? Answering these questions can help shed 
light on the relationship between priors and processes such as filling-in.  

 

The problem of representations  

One last question to examine concerns the nature of CB. To reiterate the 
question posed by Mitroff et al. (2004), does CB occur because: 1) none of the pre-
change stimuli were represented in any way 2) they were represented, but the 
representation was fragile and easily overwritten 3) they were represented in full 
detail, but the system did not engage the representation effectively to notice the 
change. The results of Varakin & Levin (2010) are convincing evidence in favor of 
the last option. Participants displayed long-term memory for the same kinds of 
stimuli they also exhibited CB for, implying that participants may have 
represented the stimuli but for some reason unrelated to the quality of the 
representation failed the change detection task.  

The sensorimotor explanation of CB offers yet another competing 
explanation: participants rely on their ability to access detail in the external 
world, so there is no need for an internal representation. Participants exhibit CB 
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because they did not engage in active manipulation of the critical portion of the 
scene.  

Future research should seek to determine which one of the following two 
options best explains CB: the world as outside memory, or a comparison failure? 
Perhaps both explanations are valid, and they account for CB in different 
circumstances.  

In some sense, both explanations could be attempts at describing the same 
phenomenon, but, because of different conceptual approaches to the issue of 
representations, it seems as if they are discussing different mechanisms. In both 
instances, participants fail to engage a representation—whether it is internal, or 
in the outside world. From this angle, it could be argued that Varakin & Levin 
(2010) and O’Regan (2011) are describing the same explanation for why CB 
occurs, just using two different conceptualizations of representation.  

Another approach may be to abandon CB altogether. The brief flashes of 
images used in change and inattentional blindness paradigms do not at all 
replicate everyday perception. And this everyday perception is what we base our 
intuitive claim of rich perception off of. Such an approach would not only be 
more ecologically valid, but also pay more respect to introspection and the 
subjective experience itself.  

Additionally, future research could more deeply examine the error 
minimization process in instances of both blindness and “noticing.” Instead of 
the traditional approach of trying to determine the conditions that best capture 
attention (size, contrast, relevance, etc.) and lead to “noticing,” research should 
try determining the conditions that lead to the most accuracy in the error 
minimization process. What relative differences between physical stimuli and 
subjectively perceived prediction are needed for the error signal to be triggered, 
resulting in an “accurate” perception of the stimulus? Under what conditions 
does this occur more quickly?  
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Final remarks on future directions  

Settling the questions outlined above would result in considerable 
progress on the rich vs. sparse debate. Determining whether attention is 
necessary for representation in sensory memory, whether sensory memory is an 
unconscious process, the nature of representations in CB, and how priors relate 
to processes such as filling-in show promise as future directions in this debate. 
Additionally, one general comment that applies to all topics is that more 
consideration should be paid to how above- and below-chance performance is 
interpreted in research on perceptual richness. While some studies cite behavior 
above chance as strong evidence for perceptual richness (such as 67% and 69%, 
Varakin & Levin (2010), and 65.88%, Mitroff et al. (2004)), other studies interpret 
similar behavior as strong evidence for sparseness (such as in Cohen et al., 2020a, 
participants in the 10 condition failed to notice 33% of the time, which means 
they did notice 66% of the time--why wasn’t this above chance performance 
interpreted as evidence for perceptual richness?).  

 

Returning to the issue of satisfaction  

This review began with a discussion of the tensions that arise when trying 
to merge the epistemic systems of subjectivity and objectivity. Commonly felt 
dissatisfactions were raised, and ways to mitigate these feelings were proposed. 
How have we done so far?  

Instead of simplifying conscious perception to rich vs. sparse, attempts 
were made to account for the subjective richness that will persist no matter which 
side the empirical evidence eventually settles on. In the introduction, the analogy 
of Copernicus’s discovery was used to describe the complexity of the debate. 
This analogy helped distill two questions: is perception rich? if not, why does it 
seem rich? Two answers were proposed based on the results of this review. 
Sensory memory provides an affirmative answer to the first question. 
Sensorimotor predictions account for the “if not.” Which of these two answers is 
correct relies on continued research.  
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How do the results of this review relate back to the original, broader 
conversation of phenomenal consciousness and the “what it’s like” component of 
subjective experience? Phenomenal consciousness is thought to be the aspect of 
consciousness that cannot be studied empirically, due to issues of privacy and 
reliance on report. Unless some technology is someday invented that allows 
researchers and participants to share consciousness, the following will always be 
true: the conscious experience itself can never be observed empirically, only the 
associated neural activity. This is not enough to satisfy some. Others find this 
approach completely satisfactory. New insight from sensorimotor predictions 
may help make this gap more palatable. Like the problem of representations, the 
“what it is like” component of experience can be thought of not as a final product 
to locate in the brain, but as an active process. We enact our experience. Still, the 
experience of this experience will be different from first- and third-person points 
of view, thus, from an epistemological standpoint, there will be aspects of 
consciousness that empiricism can never “know.” As science continues to make 
progress on this final frontier, hopefully discussing consciousness in empirical 
terms will become more familiar. While it will never serve as a satisfactory 
replacement to all individuals—with some people preferring religious 
explanations, phenomenological explanations based off their own immediate 
experience, etc.—there is no reason why it should not have a seat at the table.  

Satisfaction may ultimately be personal and cultural. The satisfactoriness 
of an empirical account of consciousness may depend less on the explanation 
itself and more on the cultural predispositions of populations to find empirical 
explanations in general satisfactory. There is sometimes an attitude in 
consciousness research; an emphasis that nothing is at it seems, and that we all 
go about our lives victim to some great illusion. Those who believe in their 
intuitive experience of rich perception despite phenomena such as change and 
inattentional blindness are held in disdain, seen as entertaining a childish, naïve 
belief. Very often, little recognition is given to the fact that when all is said and 
done, the sun will still appear to rise and set, moving in an arc across the sky and 
around the earth.  

Hopefully this review has paid more respect to subjective 
phenomenological evidence by seriously considering both what things are and 
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how things seem.  The scientific study of consciousness is, after all, the study of 
subjective appearance. Despite this, many have followed the siren song of 
figuring out how things actually are, forsaking the very subjectivity the field 
claims to study. While both avenues—the actuality and appearance—are equally 
deserving of inquiry, a comprehensive scientific explanation of consciousness 
should account for both how things are and how things appear.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix A: Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria  

Inclusion criteria  

Included papers must:  

• Be available in English 
• Present original empirical data (no reviews) 
• Be published between 1995 and 2021. This is to ensure relevance, 

including early responses to the access/phenomenal distinction (Block, 
1995).  

• Be peer-reviewed 
• Reference the rich vs. sparse debate in the title or abstract. Because 

perception is such a commonly used word, this criterion was intended to 
ensure relevance. A reference could be anywhere from an explicit mention 
of the debate to simply using terms such as “phenomenal overflow,” “rich 
perception,” “access or phenomenal,” “phenomenal consciousness,” etc.  

 

Exclusion criteria  

Excluded papers: 

• Were pilot studies 
• Were case studies 
• Involved the use or administration of psychoactive drugs 
• Examined non-human animal models 
• Included persons under the age of 18 in their samples 
• Included persons with psychiatric conditions in their samples 
• Included senior citizens in their samples 
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